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OPINION 

 

 

MR. JUSTICE McCAFFERY   DECIDED:  DECEMBER 17, 2013 

This is a direct appeal nunc pro tunc from a death sentence imposed after a jury 

convicted Appellant of two counts of first-degree murder for the shooting deaths of 

Mendez Thomas and Lisa Diaz, both of whom were killed by gunshots to the head fired 

at close range.  The jury concluded, with respect to the circumstances of the murder of 

Mendez Thomas, that the aggravating factors did not outweigh the mitigating factors, 

and thus imposed a sentence of life imprisonment.  With respect to the murder of Lisa 

Diaz, the jury concluded that the aggravating factors, which included that the killing 

occurred during perpetration of a felony burglary and that Appellant had murdered 

Mendez Thomas only seconds before, outweighed the mitigating circumstances.  Thus, 

the jury imposed a sentence of death for that offense.  The main issue presented in the 
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present appeal is whether the evidence was sufficient to support the jury’s verdicts of 

guilty with respect to burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary.  Appellant argues that 

because there was insufficient evidence to prove that the killings had been committed 

during the perpetration of a felony, the jury considered a non-existing aggravating 

circumstance when it imposed the sentence of death.  For the reasons that follow, we 

affirm. 

 The facts, when viewed in the light most favorable to the Commonwealth as 

verdict-winner, are that on October 16, 2007, Appellant and two co-conspirators, Alex 

Martinez (“Martinez”) and Steven Miranda (“Miranda”) (collectively “the trio”), spent the 

evening hours smoking marijuana and drinking alcohol at various locations in 

Philadelphia and Bucks County.  At some point during the night, the trio decided that 

they would go to the Bucks County apartment of Mendez Thomas (“Thomas”) to assault 

him.  Miranda arranged by phone to meet Thomas under the ruse of wanting to procure 

marijuana.  Appellant drove the trio to Thomas’s apartment in a tan Ford Explorer.  

When they arrived near midnight, Thomas and his paramour, Jessica Carmona 

(“Carmona”), who shared the apartment with Thomas and their two young children, 

were not home.  Instead, Lisa Diaz (“Diaz”), the sister of Carmona and the girlfriend of 

Miranda, was in the apartment with the two children.  She opened the door to Miranda 

and the trio entered. 

Several minutes later, Thomas and Carmona arrived, and shortly thereafter, a 

physical and verbal altercation between Thomas and Appellant ensued during which 

Appellant displayed a gun.  Thomas began to retreat down a hallway toward a bedroom.  

Appellant advanced into the hallway and shot Thomas in the head from a distance of six 

to ten inches, killing him instantly.  Appellant emerged from the hallway, turned, and 

fired two shots at Diaz, one of which struck her in the shoulder, and she fell to the floor. 
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Appellant then advanced to where she lay and shot her in the head.  Prior to fleeing the 

apartment, Appellant fired a shot at Carmona, who was in a protective fetal position on 

the floor, shielding her two-year-old son beneath her.  The bullet passed completely 

through Carmona’s leg, and she was able to get up and call 911.  She informed the 

dispatcher that numerous persons had been shot, identified “Alfonso” as the shooter, 

and stated that the shooting had been “a set-up.”  Notes of Testimony (“N.T.”) Trial, 

9/22/08, at 176. 

The next day, Martinez and Miranda voluntarily surrendered themselves to police 

and gave statements that implicated Appellant as the shooter, and asserted that the 

purpose of their collective visit to the apartment had simply been to purchase marijuana, 

and not to assault anyone.  Both men were charged with multiple counts of criminal 

homicide and related offenses including burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary for 

their roles in the events of the previous night.  Appellant, meanwhile, had fled to 

Altoona, but soon returned to Horsham, Montgomery County, to the home of a boyhood 

friend. He was apprehended there on October 25, 2007, while attempting to conceal 

himself in an upper floor bathroom of that residence.  Three days later, the police 

recovered the Ford Explorer that Appellant had been driving on the night of the killings.  

The vehicle was registered in the name of Appellant’s mother, and a 9 mm. handgun, 

later determined to be the murder weapon, was retrieved from the rear passenger-side 

floor of the vehicle.  Appellant was charged with multiple counts of criminal homicide 

and related offenses, including burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary. 

Appellant, Martinez and Miranda each had separate counsel, and their joint 

preliminary hearing was scheduled for November 2, 2007.  It was continued first until 

December 7, 2007, at the request of Appellant’s counsel, Jack McMahon, and then 

twice more, both times at Mr. McMahon’s request, until February 8, 2008.  On that date, 
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counsel for Appellant’s co-defendants were present, but Mr. McMahon failed to appear; 

the Magisterial District Justice conducted the preliminary hearing despite Mr. 

McMahon’s absence, and all charges against all defendants were held for court.   

Thereafter, Mr. McMahon filed a motion requesting a remand for a preliminary 

hearing, and a hearing on the remand motion was scheduled for March 7, 2008.  On 

that date, the court received a letter by facsimile indicating that Mr. McMahon was out of 

the country on a pre-paid vacation until March 15, 2008; the court dismissed the remand 

motion.  Ultimately, despite the court’s dismissal of the motion, the Commonwealth 

agreed to re-conduct Appellant’s preliminary hearing.  On May 22, 2008, a second 

preliminary hearing just for Appellant took place with counsel present, and the charges 

against Appellant, including burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary, were once 

again held for court.1   

On September 30, 2008, after a seven-day long jury trial at which Appellant and 

Miranda were tried jointly, Appellant was found guilty of two counts of murder in the first-

degree and fifteen related counts, including burglary, attempted homicide, aggravated 

assault, possession of an instrument of crime, criminal conspiracy (to commit criminal 

homicide, burglary, aggravated assault, and possession of an instrument of crime), flight 

                                            
1 Earlier that same day, Martinez pled guilty to burglary and conspiracy to commit 

burglary in exchange for the Commonwealth’s agreement to drop criminal homicide and 

all other charges against him.  Martinez was subsequently sentenced to serve a term of 

4 to 10 years’ imprisonment for his role in the crimes. At Appellant’s preliminary hearing, 

Martinez testified, among other things, that Appellant had directed Miranda to call 

Thomas on the night in question “and to ask for marijuana, so he [Appellant] could get 

close to [Thomas] and [Appellant] wanted [Miranda] to fight [Thomas].”  N.T. Preliminary 

Hearing, 5/22/08, at 6.  Martinez also identified Appellant as the shooter.  Id. at 12.   
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to avoid apprehension, and recklessly endangering another person.2  On October 2, 

2008, with respect to the murder of Lisa Diaz, the jury returned a sentence of death.   

Trial 

 The Commonwealth’s theory of the case was that Appellant, Miranda and 

Martinez had conspired to assault Thomas in his apartment using Miranda’s association 

with Diaz and the ruse of attempting to obtain marijuana from Thomas to gain entry.  

The Commonwealth further theorized that once inside, during the assault on Thomas, 

Appellant, who had brought a handgun, shot three people, killing two of them.  The 

defense theory of the case was that Appellant had only intended to obtain marijuana 

from Thomas, had no knowledge of any weapon, and was simply present at the scene 

when Miranda went on a homicidal rampage.  

 Dr. Ian Hood, the forensic pathologist who performed autopsies on the bodies of 

Thomas and Diaz, testified at trial that Thomas had suffered a single, immediately fatal 

gunshot wound to the head, fired from a distance of six to ten inches.  He further 

testified that Diaz had been shot twice: once in the right shoulder, which would not 

normally have been a life-threatening wound, and once in the head, which had been a 

rapidly fatal wound.  He testified that Diaz had been shot from a distance of up to three 

feet.   

Detective James Boston of the Warminster Township Police Department testified 

that he was part of the team responsible for processing the crime scene on the night of 

the shootings, and he described the apartment, the locations of the victims, and the 

recovery of 9 mm. caliber shell casings, bullets, and bullet fragments from the crime 

scene.  He testified that he had recovered bullets and/or fragments from within the wall 

                                            
2 Miranda was convicted of murder in the second degree, among other things, and was 

subsequently sentenced to life imprisonment. There are no issues before us with 

respect to the cases of either Miranda or Martinez. 
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in the hallway next to where Thomas’s body had been found; from within a closet door 

in the living room; from within linens and sheets in that closet; and also from the 

concrete in the floor beneath the living room carpet.  He testified that the fragment 

below the carpet had been part of a bullet that had passed through a child’s play-pad 

lying on the floor.  He also testified that a .45 caliber handgun had been found in a rear-

bedroom closet. 

Officer Sean Harold of the Warminster Township Police Department testified that 

Miranda and Martinez had voluntarily surrendered themselves to police on October 17, 

2007, and that at that time, Appellant had not yet been located.  He also testified that on 

October 28, 2007, he recovered a 9 mm. Hi-Point Luger from the rear passenger-side 

floor of a tan Ford Explorer registered to Darlene Sanchez, Appellant’s mother.  

Montgomery County Detective John Finor, a firearms and ballistics expert, testified that, 

by using tool-mark identification procedures, he had determined that the bullets, 

fragments and casings recovered from the crime scene had been fired from the 9 mm. 

Hi-Point Luger recovered from the Explorer.   

Bucks County Detective Mark Zielinski testified that, during a search of the 

location in which Appellant had been arrested on October 25, 2007, police had 

recovered a gym bag belonging to Appellant that contained several boxes of black hair 

dye, as well as newspaper clippings that identified Appellant as “wanted” and warning 

that he should be considered armed and dangerous.  Photos of the newspaper clippings 

were marked as trial exhibits and entered into evidence.  Defense counsel did not object 

to their admissibility, conceding that they were relevant to show consciousness of guilt.  

However, counsel did object to publishing a photo of one of the clippings to the jury.  

Below the main headline, the challenged clipping contained a smaller headline that 

read: “DA: Two were killed over drug debt.”  Counsel maintained that there had not 
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been any evidence presented by that point in the trial to substantiate any motive for the 

shootings.  The court agreed, and the photo of that clipping was not published to the 

jury.  A photo of the remaining clipping with a headline that read “Authorities Vow to 

Find Shooter,” that showed a photo of Appellant, named him, identified him as wanted 

and warned that he should be considered armed and dangerous, was published to the 

jury. The court gave the jury a cautionary instruction that the photo was introduced only 

for the limited purpose to show that the newspaper had been in Appellant’s possession 

at the time he was apprehended.   

The Commonwealth presented the testimony of the surviving victim, Jessica 

Carmona.  She testified that on October 16, 2007, she and Thomas and their two 

children were living in apartment number H1-3, a basement unit in the Bucks Landing 

Apartments located at 120 East Street Road in Warminster, Bucks County.  She 

testified that Thomas had sold marijuana occasionally, and had sold marijuana to 

Miranda in the past.  At approximately 10:30 p.m. on the night in question, she and 

Thomas had gone to visit a neighbor in an apartment across the hall from theirs.  

Carmona’s sister, Lisa Diaz, remained in the apartment, baby-sitting for the children.  

While in the neighbor’s apartment, Thomas consumed several beers and smoked some 

marijuana.  Thomas had also taken two prescription Xanax tablets prior to going to the 

neighbor’s apartment.   

Sometime between 11:00 p.m. and 11:30 p.m., Thomas received a phone call on 

his “walkie-talkie” type cell phone, which permitted Carmona to hear both ends of the 

conversation.  The call was from Miranda, Diaz’s boyfriend, who inquired about 

procuring some marijuana from Thomas.  Thomas told Miranda that he would call 

Miranda later to finalize the details of an exchange.  During that conversation, Carmona 

also heard another voice broadcast, pretending to be Miranda; she believed the voice 
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had been that of Appellant, whom Carmona had known from the neighborhood but had 

not seen for years.  Carmona took the phone from Thomas and asked, “Who is this?” to 

which the caller replied “Steven [Miranda],” to which Carmona retorted, “This is not 

Steven.” N.T. Trial, 9/22/08, at 149 - 151.   

Carmona further testified that when she and Thomas later returned to their own 

apartment, they found Miranda, Martinez, and Appellant there with Diaz and the 

children, and Diaz, by her mannerisms and facial expression, appeared to be 

frightened.  Appellant immediately asked Carmona, “Do you remember me?” and she 

replied, “Yes, you’re Alfonso.”  Id. at 159.  As Appellant asked Carmona this question, 

he gave her “an intimidating look” by “shaking his head” as if Carmona “had done 

something wrong to him.”  Id. at 207-208.  

Carmona testified that shortly after this, she saw Thomas accidentally step on 

Appellant’s foot.  At first, Appellant responded by “having words” with Thomas, and then 

he pushed Thomas toward Miranda.  Id. at 161 - 162.  At that point, Diaz placed herself 

between Thomas and Appellant, and said, “No.  This is not going to happen.”  Id. at 

163.  Carmona testified that she then told Appellant and the others, “You have to get out 

of my house.”  Id.  She further testified that Miranda then handed a CD player and 

headphones to Martinez.  At that point, Thomas began walking from the living room 

toward a hallway leading to a bedroom.  Carmona testified she then saw Appellant walk 

toward the hallway, draw a gun from his waist and raise it.  Carmona then screamed out 

to Thomas “get the gun,” referring to a .45 caliber handgun she kept in a closet in the 

bedroom.  Id. at 226.  Carmona testified that she saw Appellant point the gun he had 

drawn from his waist at Thomas and pull the trigger, and heard the shot but did not see 

Thomas fall because her view was obstructed by the hallway wall.  Carmona further 
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testified that Miranda and Martinez fled together immediately after Appellant shot 

Thomas.   

Carmona testified that within seconds after firing the first shot, Appellant turned 

to his left and shot Diaz, who fell to the ground.  At the time, Carmona’s daughter was 

on the couch approximately two feet from Diaz.  Appellant took several steps forward, 

“and he shot her [Diaz] again.” Id. at 171.  Carmona testified that she grabbed her son 

at that point and “I covered him.  I fell to the floor, and covered him, because I knew I 

was going to be next.”  Id. at 172.  She testified that she assumed a fetal position on the 

floor, covering her son with her entire body.  When asked by the prosecutor, “After you 

covered your son, in that fetal position, what happened next?” Carmona replied, 

“[Appellant] shot me.”  Id.   After shooting Carmona, “[Appellant] ran out the door.”  Id. at 

173.  Carmona testified that after Appellant fled, she checked on Thomas, who was not 

moving, and Diaz, who was making “gurgling” sounds, and she then took her children 

“across to the neighbor.”  Id. at 174 - 175.  Carmona testified that “as soon as I took the 

kids across the hall L I came back in and dialed 9-1-1.”  Id.   

At that point in the trial, the parties stipulated to the admissibility and accuracy of 

an audiotape recording of the 911 call, which was played for the jury.  A transcript of the 

call was also distributed to the jurors to permit them to follow and read along as the tape 

was played.  During the call, Carmona told the dispatcher that “Alfonso” had been the 

gunman, and that the incident had been a “set up.”3  Id. at 176.  When asked by the 

prosecutor why she had used the words “This was a set up” during her call to 911, 

                                            
3 The record certified on appeal to this Court contains neither the audiotape nor the 

transcription of the 911 call which was stipulated to by the parties as admissible and 

accurate; however, there are numerous references in the record to the specific context 

and content of the 911 call and to these specific utterances in particular.  Thus, we 

consider the transmission of this information during the call to be a fact of record.  
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Carmona replied, “What made me say that, was because [Appellant] didn’t know where 

I lived, and [Miranda] did.”  Id. at 179.  Moreover, Carmona testified that during the time 

she “was on the phone with 9-1-1,” she had been searching for her handgun but could 

not find it, so she told the dispatcher that she thought her gun had been taken by 

Appellant.  Id.   She then testified that after the police arrived, they “went to go look for it 

[her gun], they found it.”  Id.  She concluded her direct-examination testimony by stating 

that she had no doubt in her mind that Appellant had been the person who had shot her 

and who had killed Thomas and Diaz.  Id. at 180. 

The Commonwealth also presented the testimony of Betsy Lopez, who related 

that she had known Miranda since he had been “seven or eight years old,” and that 

Diaz had been “one of my best friends.”  N.T. Trial 9/22/08, at 106 - 108.  Ms. Lopez 

also testified that she had dated Appellant briefly.  She testified that one week before 

the killings, Miranda had told her that he was “selling cocaine to pay off a debt to 

someone else.”  Id. at 111.  She further testified that on the night of the killings, she was 

with Diaz in the apartment at approximately 11:40 p.m., when Diaz received a call from 

Miranda on a walkie-talkie type cell phone, indicating that he was coming over shortly.  

He did not mention that anyone else was with him.  Ms. Lopez left the apartment within 

a few minutes after the call concluded.   

Martinez testified at trial that at approximately 5:30 p.m. on the evening of the 

shooting, he had seen Miranda with Diaz in a parking lot in Warminster.  After Diaz left, 

Martinez joined Miranda, and Appellant pulled up shortly thereafter in his Explorer, 

telling them to get in.  Appellant first drove the trio to a liquor store, where Appellant 

purchased a bottle of vodka, and then to the home of a friend of Appellant in Hatboro, 

Bucks County.  At the Hatboro residence, the trio and Appellant’s friend drank vodka 

and smoked marijuana and Appellant’s friend smoked “crack” while Appellant 
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repeatedly played a song on his friend’s sound system entitled “Somebody’s Gonna Die 

Tonight” by a rap artist named “50 Cent.”  N.T. Trial, 9/28/08, at 101 - 104.  At some 

point, Appellant received a call on his cell phone and informed Martinez and Miranda 

that it was time to go.  He then drove them to a garage in Philadelphia, where Appellant 

and Miranda met with a male named Angel for approximately twenty minutes in a room 

separate from the room in which Martinez remained watching television.  Appellant then 

drove the trio to a parking lot across the street from the home of Appellant’s girlfriend, 

Amber Schempp, in Warminster Heights, where the trio sat inside the Explorer and 

continued to smoke marijuana.   

 While sitting there, Appellant told Miranda “out of the blue, call that person you 

been having problems with, Mendez [Thomas].”  Id. at 110.  Miranda made the call, 

asked Thomas if he had any marijuana, and Thomas answered that he did.  The call 

was made on a walkie-talkie type cell phone, so Martinez could overhear both ends of 

the conversation.  Martinez then testified as follows: 

 

And that’s when I seen [Appellant] lean over toward 

[Miranda] and snatch the phone out of [Miranda’s] hand and 

he tried to disguise his voice to sound like [Miranda] and he 

numerous times kept asking [Thomas] do you have an eight 

ball of coke?  Do you have an eight ball of coke?  And 

[Thomas] kept telling him, no. 

Id. at 116. 

 Martinez also testified that Appellant told Miranda “when we go over to his 

apartment, if you are going to fight him, don’t bullshit[.]”  Id. at 114.  Martinez explained 

that “not to bullshit” meant that Miranda “should prove himself to [Appellant].”  Id. at 115.  

Martinez continued, “He [Appellant] is talking to Steven [Miranda], telling him not to 

bullshit.  If you are going to fight Mendez [Thomas], to fight him.”  Id. 
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 Martinez testified that following the call with Thomas, Appellant had very briefly 

gone inside his girlfriend’s house, and that when he returned, he drove the trio to a 

convenience store on Street Road in Warminster, where Appellant bought “blunts” and 

Martinez bought snacks while Miranda remained alone inside the vehicle.  Id. at 119.  

Thereafter, Appellant drove a short distance via an indirect route suggested by Miranda 

to a street adjacent to the parking lot of the apartment complex in which Thomas 

resided.  The trio got out of the vehicle and walked down a pathway to Thomas’s 

apartment building.  Martinez testified that he agreed to go into the apartment because 

if Miranda needed assistance in “fighting” Thomas, then Martinez would “have to fight, 

too.”  Id.  When the trio arrived at the apartment door, Miranda and Martinez stood 

directly in front of the door, but Appellant stood off to the side.   

Martinez testified that Miranda knocked on the apartment door and Diaz opened 

the door, greeting Miranda with a hug and kiss.  Martinez followed Miranda into the 

apartment and Diaz greeted him in a friendly manner as well, calling him by his 

nickname “Doobie.”  Id. at 130.  Martinez testified that Appellant had been the last to 

enter the apartment, and that upon Appellant’s entry, Diaz suddenly appeared “terrified,” 

as if she had “just seen the devil walking into the apartment.”  Id. at 131.   Martinez 

testified that he saw two children in the apartment, a little girl sleeping on the couch, and 

a little boy running around in circles.  Miranda asked Diaz where Thomas was, and she 

answered that he was next door visiting a neighbor.   

Martinez further testified that within two minutes of his arrival with Miranda and 

Appellant, Thomas and Carmona entered the apartment.  Miranda, who had been 

holding a CD player, attempted to hand the CD player to Martinez in his preparation to 

“fight” Thomas, but Martinez “shook [his] head no,” declining to take it.  Id. at 139 - 140.  

At that point, Appellant shoved Thomas toward Miranda, telling Thomas to “watch 
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where you’re walking.”  Id. at 142.  Diaz and Carmona then attempted to intervene 

between Appellant and Thomas. Thomas began walking toward the hallway, and 

Appellant began running toward him.  As Appellant ran toward Thomas, Martinez saw 

Appellant draw a black handgun from his waist, saw a “flash go through the hallway,” 

and heard a “loud bang” and “something fall in the hallway.”  Id. at 144 - 147.  Martinez 

then ran out of the apartment, following Miranda, who had already fled.  Martinez 

testified that just past the landing outside the apartment door, while he was running up 

the steps to flee the building, he heard three or four more shots.  

 Martinez additionally testified that once outside the building, as he was running 

away, he realized Appellant was chasing him, gun in hand.  Appellant caught up to 

Martinez in a wooded area, knocked him down and asked him, “[W]here the fuck do you 

think you’re running to?”  Id. at 160.  Appellant ordered Martinez to “get up” and 

Martinez “surrendered” himself to Appellant.  Id. at 161.  Appellant directed Martinez at 

gunpoint to walk through the woods to Appellant’s girlfriend’s house.  They arrived 

within five minutes and were admitted, and Appellant told his girlfriend that he had shot 

and killed Thomas and Diaz and that he had shot Carmona “but he wasn’t sure if he 

killed her because he wasn’t focusing on aiming at his target.” Id. at 163 - 164.   

Martinez testified that Appellant’s girlfriend retrieved Appellant’s vehicle, after 

which Appellant then drove Martinez to Philadelphia.  While on the way, Appellant 

called someone on the phone and said “I’m going to call my sister and have her open 

the back door for you.” Id. at 167.  Appellant then drove to his sister’s residence where 

they found Miranda and spent the night. The trio separated the next morning when 

Appellant left on foot, and Miranda drove the vehicle to a location near a day-care 

center and parked it.  Before Miranda and Martinez surrendered themselves to police 

later that day, Miranda told Martinez to tell the police that it was Martinez, not Miranda, 
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who had called Thomas the previous night.  After they had surrendered themselves, 

Miranda had become “stressed” and “worried” because he thought a “bullet” had been 

accidentally dropped at the location where he had parked Appellant’s vehicle earlier that 

morning.  Id. at 182 - 185.   

Additionally, on direct examination, Martinez testified that portions of the 

statement he had given to police on the day after the killings had been untrue.  

Specifically, Martinez testified that at Miranda’s urging, he had initially told police that 

the trio had only gone to the apartment to purchase marijuana, and that it was Martinez, 

not Miranda, who had called Thomas.  At trial, Martinez admitted that those statements 

had been purposefully false, and, during cross-examination by Appellant’s counsel, he 

testified that certain other factual portions of his earlier statement to police regarding 

where and with whom he had gone after the shootings had also been lies.  He also 

admitted that, at Miranda’s behest, he had lied when he told the police that, during the 

altercation in the apartment, Diaz had urged Thomas to retrieve a gun, stating during his 

testimony that “that never happened.”  N.T. Trial, 9/25/08, at 118.  Additionally, on 

cross-examination, Martinez affirmed that there had been “no trickery” to get into the 

apartment, that the trio had not entered the apartment “under false pretenses,” and that 

an exchange of cash for marijuana between Miranda and Thomas had taken place 

shortly after the trio arrived.  Id. at 99 - 110.  On re-direct, Martinez testified that the 

purpose of the trio’s visit to the apartment was for Miranda to fight Thomas in order to 

prove himself to Appellant, and that purchasing marijuana was a ploy in order to gain 

entry, and that Miranda had not revealed to Thomas or Diaz that Appellant would be 

coming along.  He also testified that his trial testimony had been the truth. 

At the close of the Commonwealth’s case-in-chief, Appellant and Miranda both 

argued motions for judgment of acquittal as to the charges of burglary and conspiracy to 
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commit burglary.  They argued that the Commonwealth’s evidence was insufficient for 

the jury to reasonably conclude that the trio had entered the apartment with the intent to 

commit an assault therein.  The Commonwealth responded that Martinez’s testimony 

provided sufficient evidence to establish the crimes of both burglary and conspiracy to 

commit burglary.  The court denied the motions. 

Appellant testified in his own defense.  He testified that on October 16, 2007, he 

had been visiting his girlfriend in Warminster and had been trying to phone Miranda all 

day in order to get some marijuana from him.  He finally reached Miranda at about 5:00 

or 5:30 that evening and asked him for some marijuana.  When Miranda replied that 

Appellant should meet him “up in the park,” Appellant drove his Explorer to a park on 

Evans Street in Warminster and saw Miranda there with Martinez.  N.T. Trial, 9/26/08, 

at 34.  Appellant told them both to get in, and he then drove to a liquor store where he 

purchased a bottle of vodka.  He then drove the trio to the home of a friend of his in 

Hatboro, where everyone drank and smoked Miranda’s marijuana for a number of 

hours.  Id. at  36 - 38.  When the marijuana ran out, Miranda asked Appellant to drive 

him to Northeast Philadelphia so he could buy some cocaine, which Appellant agreed to 

do in exchange for more marijuana.  Appellant then drove Miranda and Martinez to a 

residence in Northeast Philadelphia, and Miranda went inside by himself for 

approximately five minutes.   

When Miranda returned, Appellant began driving the trio back to Warminster, and 

Appellant asked Miranda “if he had that weed.”  Id. at 41.  Miranda replied that he had 

none, and would have to call someone.  Miranda then used his walkie-talkie type cell 

phone to call “a dude named Dez,” (i.e., Mendez Thomas).  Id. at 41 - 42.  Appellant 

testified that he could hear both ends of the conversation and that he “heard [Miranda] 

say something about ‘you got that what you owe me?’  Because he said that Dez had 
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owed him some weed.  And Dez said, ‘yeah, I got it.  Come to my house.’”  Id. at 42.  

Appellant testified that he did not know anyone named “Dez,” that the foregoing was the 

full sum and substance of the conversation, and that the conversation had been 

between Miranda and “Dez” only.   

Appellant testified that he then drove to a 7-11 convenience store to buy “blunts,” 

and thereafter, Miranda directed him to drive to a “back spot L he [Miranda] took us to 

this alleyway to walk to the apartments, and that’s when we went to Jessie’s 

[Carmona’s] house.”  Id. at 43 - 44.  Appellant testified that he and Martinez followed 

Miranda to the apartment, where Miranda knocked on the door and Diaz, Miranda’s 

girlfriend, whom Appellant had met before, opened the door and greeted everyone in a 

friendly manner, including Appellant.  He testified that she did not appear frightened, 

and that he had never had a problem with her.  He testified further that there were no 

children in the room.   

Appellant then testified that within two minutes of the trio’s arrival at the 

apartment, Thomas and Carmona entered.  Appellant testified that he had been 

standing next to the doorway, with his back against the wall when they entered, and that 

he had not been paying much attention to what was going on because he was under the 

influence of alcohol and marijuana, and because his concentration had been fixed on 

his phone, which he had been “playing with.”  Id. at 48 - 51.  He did notice that 

Carmona, upon entering the apartment, had immediately gone to Diaz, and that they 

both had been sitting on a couch in the living room, and that Thomas had gone 

immediately to Miranda, and Appellant “thought” that “they was making a trade for the 

weed.”  Id.   

Appellant’s testimony on direct examination continued as follows: 
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Q: Okay. Now, while you’re standing there in this condition 

that you’ve described, and they are doing what you think 

they’re doing, what happens next? 

 

A: I was still messing with my phone for like, about ten more 

seconds, and all of a sudden [Thomas], he took like three 

big, fast steps towards me. 

 

Q: Away from Steven Miranda? 

 

A: Away from Miranda, and he kind of almost nudged into 

me.  But then I seen him take off towards the hallway, and 

that’s when I seen Miranda chasing after him, behind him, 

and I looked up to see what was going on, and all of a 

sudden it was a big flash, boom, and I just turned around, 

opened the door, and ran out and Martinez ran out behind 

me. 

 

Id. at 51-52. 

 Appellant next testified that the “boom” sounded like a gunshot and that as he 

ran from the apartment, he heard more gunshots.  Id. at 53.  Immediately following the 

above testimony, as Appellant’s counsel attempted to elicit responses from Appellant 

regarding precisely where everyone in the room had been and in which directions 

everyone had moved when the shooting started, Appellant’s counsel asked for a side-

bar conference, at which the following exchange took place:  

 

MR. McMAHON: Judge the two detectives that are sitting 

there at the table, and I’m standing right next to them, they 

are laughing.  They are rolling their eyes.  They were.  I want 

them excused from the courtroom now. 

 

THE COURT: Hold on, please.  Hold on.  I did not observe it. 

I have a view of the entire courtroom.  I’ll direct you, Mr. 

Gambardella, very calmly - 

 

MR. GAMBARDELLA [the prosecutor]: Sure. 
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THE COURT: - to say to them they are to remain stoic, and 

unemotional, and say nothing.  I’m not suggesting it did 

occur, but it will not occur any further if it has. 

 

MR. GAMBARDELLA: I had been standing right there. 

 

THE COURT: Did you see it? 

 

MR. GOODWIN: [Counsel for Miranda] I was not paying 

attention to them. 

 

THE COURT: How about you? 

 

MR. ABAZA: [Co-counsel for Miranda] I did see smiling. 

 

THE COURT: Well, that has to stop. 

 

MR. McMAHON: I didn’t make it up Judge, I’m not - 

 

THE COURT: Your credibility is not an issue.  I’m saying that 

I didn’t see it, but it will not occur. 

 

MR. McMAHON: Thank you. 

 

MR. GAMBARDELLA: I’ll tell them right now. 

 

(Sidebar concluded.) 

 

Id. at 56 - 57. 

Counsel did not ask for a cautionary instruction and the court gave none.  

Appellant next testified that after fleeing the apartment, he and Martinez ran toward the 

home of Appellant’s girlfriend and arrived there within five minutes of the shooting.  

Appellant did not tell his girlfriend anything about the events that had just occurred, but 

“just told her to get my truck because I was too drunk to drive.”  Id. at 59 - 60.  Appellant 

testified that when his girlfriend retrieved the vehicle, he “grabbed the keys off her, and I 

told her I had to take Martinez somewhere, and I said he was going to drive because I 

can’t drive, but I took the keys anyway and I drove.”  Id. at 62.   
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  Appellant testified that he began calling Miranda to try to locate him, and that 

ultimately, he and Martinez “met up” with Miranda in Philadelphia, and Appellant drove 

the trio to the home of his friend Angel Rodriguez, where Appellant told Miranda and 

Martinez “to wait in the truck” while Appellant checked to see if Rodriguez was home.  

Id. at 66.  Rodriguez opened the door, and Appellant entered and told Rodriguez the 

“situation, what had happened, but not word for word. LI just said, yo, something 

terrible happened.  We need t[o] chill in here for a little bit, and he is, like, all right.”  Id. 

at 67.  Appellant testified that as he returned to the vehicle to inform Miranda and 

Martinez that they could come inside, “they took off with the truck.”  Id.  Appellant 

testified that he never saw the vehicle again, and that, on the night in question, the only 

person who had occupied the rear passenger seat had been Miranda.  Id. at 68 - 69.  

Throughout his testimony on cross-examination, Appellant continued to present a 

version of events that conflicted with the versions presented by the Commonwealth’s 

witnesses.  For example, Appellant denied that he had taken the phone from Miranda 

when Miranda called Thomas, and maintained that he had not heard a female voice 

broadcast over the phone during that conversation.  Appellant denied that he had stood 

to the side when Miranda knocked on the apartment door, and denied that there had 

been children in the apartment.  Appellant denied that Diaz had appeared frightened 

when he entered the apartment, and denied that he had asked Carmona if she 

remembered who he was when she entered the apartment or that he had spoken or 

acted in an intimidating or threatening fashion.  Additionally, Appellant denied that Diaz 

and Carmona had attempted to intervene between Appellant and Thomas.  He denied 

that anyone had urged Thomas to get a gun.  Ultimately, Appellant maintained that 

because he had been inebriated and had been looking down at his phone, he had not 

seen and did not know precisely what had transpired between Miranda and Thomas 
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prior to when Thomas hurriedly took several steps away from Miranda.  Nevertheless, 

Appellant testified that Miranda had been the shooter, and suggested that Miranda’s 

motive for the killings may have been that Thomas had “owed” Miranda something that 

had not been repaid, perhaps marijuana or cocaine.  Id. at 97 - 99. 

During his closing remarks to the jury, Appellant’s counsel frequently suggested 

that the jury should be skeptical of the testimony of Martinez and Carmona.  With 

respect to Carmona, counsel characterized a portion of her testimony -- specifically, her 

testimony that a verbal and physical altercation between Appellant and Thomas had 

occurred -- as “a total fabrication.”  N.T. Trial, 9/29/08, at 49.  Counsel continued in that 

manner, as follows: 

 

Interesting in evaluating Jessica Carmona - it’s interesting in 

that we’ve heard from Alex Martinez L [that] after March of 

’08, [he] began to cooperate with the government.  And he 

gave a statement at that time, about this L CD [player].  

Remember that about the CD [player and headphones] 

being taken off, and that [Appellant] pushed [Thomas] 

toward Miranda? Do you remember that testimony? 

[Carmona] knew - I suggested to you at that point in time - 

what Martinez was saying[.]  I said that because when you 

look at her preliminary hearing [testimony] and we look at 

her statement of October 17th, nowhere, nowhere in her 

testimony under oath or in her statement does this whole 

concept of headphones come in, [headphones] being taken 

off, being handed to [Martinez], anything whatsoever, nor 

does this whole concept of [Appellant] pushing [Thomas] 

towards [Miranda] ever come into play either.  It only comes 

into play when she testifies here, coincidentally enough after 

Martinez cooperates with the government and he throws that 

little fact into the mix, and now she comes forward with it.  

Why should she leave all those things out, and then just 

amazingly remembers that now?  Because it never 

happened. 

 

Id. at 50 - 51. 
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 Appellant’s counsel also highlighted perceived contradictions between the 

testimonies of Martinez, Carmona, and Appellant with respect to anyone having urged 

Thomas to “get a gun,” as follows: 

 

[Carmona] tells you, in her statements, and everything she 

says, what I said to [Thomas] was go get my gun[.]  L Mr. 

Martinez told you [no one said] to go get a gun. And you 

heard from [Appellant] that that never happened.  Why did 

she [Carmona] add that and what does that mean to this 

case? 

 

Well, you heard Alex Martinez sa[y] that that never 

happened.  The government’s own witness, sat right there 

and said that never happened.  [Appellant] told you that 

never happened, [that Carmona] never said anything about 

going to get your gun.  Yet, what was interesting about that 

is, that in Martinez’s first statement, the one - the famous lie 

statement, where he lied, lied, lied, in that first statement.  

[sic]  One of the things he supposedly lied about was that - 

and he said [Diaz] as opposed to [Carmona], but 

nonetheless, somebody said go get your gun. And [Martinez] 

said, I lied about that.  That was never said.  I lied about that.  

And, lo and behold, [Carmona] said the same thing.  Why did 

Alex Martinez lie about that?  Why did he make that up?  He 

made that up because Steven Miranda told him to make that 

up.  Steven Miranda said to him, make that up about them 

going to get a gun.  Why would Steven Miranda be so 

concerned of making up a story about the other people going 

to get a gun?  I’ll tell you why, because he wants to make it 

look like he shot in self-defense.  That he had no other 

choice but to shoot.  That’s why he’s telling Alex Martinez to 

say, she [told Thomas] to get a gun, and you know that’s a 

lie. 

 

Why, Mr. Gambardella?  Please tell me why [Miranda] would 

tell Mr. Martinez to lie about that fact?  Why would [Miranda] 

say, Martinez, when you go in there tell them [Thomas] is 

going to get a gun; if Mr. Miranda did nothing?  He didn’t 

shoot anybody.  He didn’t have a gun.  He wasn’t intending 

to shoot anybody.  Why would he make [Martinez] lie about 
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that fact, unless [Miranda] is the one that shot [Thomas] and 

he’s trying to build up some sort of story to try to create 

some concept of self-defense or justification for his actions. 

 

Interesting enough, then, lo and behold, the statement that 

we know to be a lie from Alex Martinez’s own mouth, a lie L 

for Steven Miranda, who comes in and tells that same lie?  

Jessica Carmona.  Hmmm, what a coincidence.  Why is she 

telling the same lie?  The same lie.  Did someone talk to her 

too that evening?  Because the statement wasn’t until that 

evening on October 17th.  Did someone talk to her and tell 

her that that’s the version that Miranda is putting out there? 

Why would she lie about that? 

Id. at 52 - 55. 

 In contrast to his arguments with respect to the credibility of Carmona and 

Martinez, Appellant’s counsel argued in support of Appellant’s credibility as follows: 

 

I suggest to you that the demeanor [Appellant] presented to 

you [during his testimony], in the face of cross-examination 

by two experienced lawyers, Mr. Miranda’s lawyer and Mr. 

Gambardella, he didn’t flinch.  He didn’t miss a beat.  He 

didn’t trip up in any way whatsoever.  There wasn’t an 

inconsistency in any way, shape, or form despite all the 

attempts by everybody who questioned him.  And do you 

know why that is ladies and gentlemen?  The reason that is, 

is because the truth is always the truth.  It will remain the 

truth.  You could tell it five years from now.  Ten years from 

now, and it will always be the truth. 

 

L. 

 

He told the story as it was.  He never got rattled.  He never 

told a different story.  It is the way it was and he defended 

himself because the truth is the truth whether it’s October 

16th [2007] or September 28, 2008.  The truth will always 

remain the same and that is what he told you[.] 

 

Id. at 87 - 88. 
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 During his closing remarks to the jury, the prosecutor noted that Carmona had 

been a victim of the crimes, had acted heroically in protecting her son, and had never 

wavered in her identification of Appellant as the shooter.  In relevant part, the 

prosecutor argued as follows:   

 

You heard Mr. McMahon say a lot of things [about 

Carmona].  I’m just going to - I’m going to suggest to you 

that there’s three things that are undisputable about her.  

One, she is a victim.  She is a victim in so many ways.  She 

not only got shot herself through the leg, but she had to 

witness the father of her children be killed and within feet of 

her, her sister, who she is close to, be murdered. 

 

L. 

 

The second thing she is, she is an unimpeached witness.  

Now, Mr. McMahon wanted to dump on her in so many 

ways, and really victimized her with these allegations. But 

what - 

 

MR. MCMAHON: Objection, Your honor.  I didn’t victimize 

her.  I asked her questions. 

 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.  It’s argument. 

 

MR. GAMBARDELLA: What has she been consistent about 

from day one, from within minutes, if not seconds of this call, 

when she calls 9-1-1?  [Appellant] is the killer.  What does 

she tell police when they interviewed her, after she gets out 

of the hospital?  [Appellant] is the killer.  What does she say 

at the preliminary hearing under cross-examination? 

[Appellant] is the killer.  What does she say when she comes 

in here to court and places her hand on the Bible and tells 

you, and has to relive this horrific incident?  [Appellant] is the 

killer. L So she’s a victim, she’s an unimpeached witness, 

and I think this is the word [Miranda’s counsel] used as well - 

let me use it again, she’s a hero. She’s a hero. 
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She did that motherly instinct to save a life L she was willing 

to sacrifice her own life to save her son.  LShe was ready to 

sacrifice her own life to save that boy.  Don’t come into this 

courtroom and call her liar.  L Don’t come in here and call 

her a liar. The woman is a hero[.] 

 

Id. at 109 - 111. 

 During later portions of his closing remarks to the jury, the prosecutor highlighted 

the consistencies between the testimonies of Carmona and Martinez with respect to 

Miranda’s removal of the CD player and headphones, the attempts by Carmona and 

Diaz to separate Miranda and Thomas, and the order in which the trio fled from the 

apartment after the shootings.  Id. at 122 -123.  The prosecutor also pointed out that 

Appellant’s testimony diverged therefrom, as follows:   

 

Now, [Appellant] disagrees with all that.  He says, no, no, no, 

I didn’t hear words exchanged.  I was playing with my 

precious cell phone.  No.  No.  No.  I ran out afterwards, not 

[Miranda.]  No.  No.  And he’s the only one who disagrees 

with that. 

 

Most importantly, [Appellant is] the only one that disagrees 

and say[s] Steven Miranda is the shooter.  The only one.  

The only one, not only in this courtroom, but the only one in 

the universe that came into this courtroom to say that.  The 

only one with a real interest, self interest, self-preservation 

interest to say that.  The only one. 

 

When you are looking at credibility ladies and gentlemen, 

you’re going to look at who has an interest in the case.  Who 

has an interest to lie?  [Carmona] has no interest to lie.  

[Carmona] wants the killer, wants the shooter convicted.  

The person that she said seconds before, or seconds after 

the killing to the 9-1-1 operator, when asked who is the 

killer?  Alfonso.  His name is Alfonso.  The person she said 

all along, and I don’t have to go through each and every 

time[,] was the shooter.  She wants justice. 
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[Martinez] has no interest to lie. L He implicated himself in a 

burglary and a conspiracy, and also a felony murder. 

 

.L 

 

Now he knows, once he’s pled guilty, this is the Judge that’s 

going to sentence him.  He’s not going to lie.  He’s not going 

to come up here and take the stand and lie.  The only other 

person you’ve heard from about this incident was 

[Appellant].  He has the motive to lie, for self-preservation.  

And he lied again and again on the stand. 

 

MR. McMAHON: Objection your Honor. 

 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

 

MR. McMAHON: It’s not fair for counsel to say- 

 

THE COURT: Overruled. 

 

Id. at 127 - 130. 

 The prosecutor continued to highlight the points at which Appellant’s testimony 

diverged from the testimony of the Commonwealth’s witnesses, in relevant part, as 

follows: 

 

So that brings us to two huge, huge, huge lies that 

[Appellant] told you under oath.  One is that Steven Miranda 

is the gunman, and we know he’s not.  The second is that he 

cared about Lisa Diaz.  He didn’t think about Lisa Diaz 

growing older, maybe falling in love with someone.  He didn’t 

think about leaving [her] kids L mother-less when he’s 

putting a bullet in her head.  That’s not how you care about 

somebody. 

 

MR. McMAHON: Objection, your Honor. 

 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.  It’s argument. 
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MR. McMAHON: It’s not that.  Interaction with this 

defendant, that’s improper.   

 

THE COURT: Overruled.  You may continue. 

 

MR. GAMBARDELLA: Thank you.  [Appellant] doesn’t care 

about anything but himself.  He doesn’t care about the law.  

He doesn’t care about the value of human life, and ladies 

and gentlemen, when he took this stand, he didn’t care 

about the truth.  He told lie after lie after lie to get himself out 

of this mess. 

 

Id. at 132 - 133. 

 The prosecutor also commented, “Even as [Appellant] sits here today, there’s no 

remorse.”  Id. at 121.  Appellant’s objection to the remark was sustained by the court.  

After the prosecutor’s closing remarks had concluded, outside the hearing of the jury, 

the following exchange took place: 

 

MR. McMAHON: Judge put on the record some objections to 

the prosecutor’s closing.  First objection is that the 

Commonwealth’s attorney stood in front of my client, looked 

at him and said, he has no remorse. 

 

THE COURT: I sustained the objection. 

 

MR. McMAHON: I think cautionary instruction.  Second of 

all, he went on over and over again and said he lied, he lied, 

over and over again.  Two huge lies.  Then he went off and 

said he told lie, after lie, after lie.  My understanding of the 

law, a prosecutor cannot express his personal opinion as to 

whether a person is telling the truth or not telling the truth.  

To repeatedly say my client is a liar, liar, liar, to me is 

misconduct on the part of the prosecutor.  To say that - 

you’re not allowed to express personal opinion, he told lie 

after lie.  He could argue that the defendant is not believable.  

He could argue all that stuff, but to repeatedly call him a liar, 

is not for the prosecutor. 
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THE COURT: He commented on the credibility of the 

defendant.  It’s a fair comment or appropriate argument, and 

I’ll note that the record does not reflect him saying, in my 

opinion, he is a liar. 

 

MR. McMAHON: I would have no objection to that. 

 

THE COURT: He didn’t interject his personal opinion. 

 

Id. at 144 - 145. 

The court did not issue a cautionary instruction to the jury regarding the 

prosecutor’s comment on Appellant’s lack of remorse.   

The court then charged the jury, but declined to include a charge on the elements 

of voluntary manslaughter.  With respect to voluntary intoxication, the court charged the 

jury as follows, to which charge Appellant offered no objection: 

 

L[T]here was some testimony in this case about persons 

using intoxicants.  Persons who may have been utilizing 

alcohol or narcotics or a combination of both.  The only 

reason I tell you that is because voluntary intoxication or the 

use of drugs, individually or together, is not a defense to a 

criminal charge.  It is not a defense.  A person who 

voluntarily uses intoxicants, alcohol, or drugs, cannot 

become so intoxicated or drugged that he’s legally incapable 

of committing the crime.  So remember that is not a defense 

to any crime which is charged herein. 

 

Id. at 167. 

 The jury returned guilty verdicts as to all charges on September 30, 2008, and 

the penalty phase was held on October 2, 2008.  At the penalty phase proceedings, the 

parties waived opening statements.  The Commonwealth incorporated all testimony and 

evidence from the guilt phase proceedings, republished several trial exhibits to the jury, 

then rested its case.  Appellant presented the testimony of a number of witnesses, all of 
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whom were friends and/or family of Appellant who had known him and interacted 

frequently with him since he was a boy.  All of Appellant’s witnesses testified that he 

had always been a kind, caring, respectful, loving, and non-violent person.  Thereafter, 

Appellant rested and the parties presented their closing arguments.  

 The jury returned a sentence of life imprisonment for the first-degree murder of 

Mendez Thomas.  It returned a sentence of death for the first-degree murder of Lisa 

Diaz.  With respect to that killing, the jury unanimously found three aggravating 

circumstances: that Appellant had committed the killing while in the perpetration of a 

felony (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(d)(6));  that in the commission of the offense, Appellant had 

knowingly created a grave risk of death to another person in addition to the victim of the 

offense (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(d)(7)); and that Appellant had been convicted of another 

murder committed in any jurisdiction and committed either before or at the time of the 

offense at issue (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(d)(11)).  The jury also unanimously found four 

mitigating circumstances: that Appellant had no significant history of prior criminal 

convictions (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(e)(1)); that Appellant’s capacity to appreciate the 

criminality of his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of the law was 

substantially impaired (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(e)(3)); Appellant’s age at the time of the 

crime4 (42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(e)(4)); and other evidence of mitigation concerning 

Appellant’s character and record and the circumstances of his offense (42 Pa.C.S. § 

9711(e)(8)).  The jury’s sentence of death was based on its finding that the aggravating 

circumstances outweighed the mitigating circumstances.  The court imposed the 

sentence of death on October 22, 2008. 

Post-trial 

                                            
4 On the date of the murders, Appellant was 25 years of age. 
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Appellant did not file post-verdict motions or a direct appeal from the judgment of 

sentence.  On November 24, 2009, a petition was filed on Appellant’s behalf pursuant to 

the Post Conviction Relief Act (“PCRA”), 42 Pa.C.S. § 9541, et seq., by the Federal 

Community Defender Office (“FCDO”) for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Capital 

Habeas Corpus Unit, Federal Court Division, Defender Association of Philadelphia, 

seeking reinstatement of Appellant’s direct appeal rights nunc pro tunc.  The PCRA 

court granted the petition and the FCDO filed a notice of appeal on December 29, 2009, 

along with a motion for the appointment of new counsel.  The court declined to appoint 

new counsel, and on January 8, 2010, entered an order directing the FCDO to file a 

Rule 1925(b) concise statement of errors complained of on appeal within twenty-one 

days.  

 On January 27, 2010, the FCDO filed a motion in the trial court to withdraw as 

counsel and to stay the Rule 1925(b) order, and renewed its motion for the appointment 

of new counsel and to permit Appellant to proceed in forma pauperis.  On January 28, 

2010, the FCDO filed essentially the same application with this Court, undersigned by 

Michael Wiseman, Esquire, in which it was averred that the FCDO is authorized and 

funded to represent state capital defendants in federal habeas corpus proceedings and, 

under certain limited circumstances, in state post-conviction proceedings, and that its 

pro bono representation of Appellant in the present matter was “under extraordinary 

circumstances,” for the “sole and limited purpose of assisting [Appellant] to reinstate his 

direct appeal rights.”  Application, dated 1/28/10, at ¶1, ¶12.  The application 

additionally averred that the FCDO’s representation was designed “not only to protect 

[Appellant’s] direct appeal rights, but also to protect [his] federal and state post-

conviction rights against possible future challenge.”  Id. at ¶12.  Counsel asked (1) to be 

relieved as counsel; (2) for the order directing counsel to file a Rule 1925(b) statement 
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to be stayed; (3), for Appellant to be granted IFP status; and (4) for the appointment of 

new counsel to represent Appellant in his direct appeal from the judgment of sentence.  

Id. at ¶¶ 11 - 14. 

 On March 31, 2010, this Court entered the following per curiam Order: 

 

AND NOW, this 31st day of March, 2010, upon consideration 

of the Application to Withdraw as Counsel, the request for a 

stay, and the request for designation of in forma pauperis 

("IFP") status, the matter is remanded to the trial court.  The 

trial court is ordered to rule promptly on counsel's January 

27, 2010 Motion to Withdraw as well as appellant's Motions 

requesting IFP status and appointment of new counsel,  

which were filed on December 29, 2009, and renewed on 

January 27, 2010.  In ruling on these motions, the trial court 

is directed to ascertain the basis for, and the legitimacy of, 

counsel's assertions that they are not authorized to continue 

as appellant's counsel in a direct appeal, as well as to 

consider Pa.R.P.C. 6.2 and Explanatory Comment (relating 

to the appointment of counsel). Appellant's request to stay 

the trial court's Pa.R.A.P. 1925 order dated January 8, 2010, 

is DENIED without prejudice. 

 

Comonwealth v. Sanchez, 989 A.2d 1290 (Pa. 2010). 

 On remand, the trial court conducted a hearing, at the conclusion of which it 

appointed the Pennsylvania Capital Representation Project (a non-profit project of the 

FCDO) to represent Appellant, and granted counsel leave to file a Rule 1925(b) 

statement within 90 days.  Billy H. Nolas, Esquire, entered his appearance for Appellant, 

and after seeking and receiving numerous extensions of time within which to file the 

concise statement, filed it on February 14, 2011.  It was seventeen pages in length, and 

alleged thirty-three separate trial errors for appellate consideration.5 

                                            
5 On January 14, 2011, prior to filing the statement, the FCDO filed an application in the 

trial court for “Approval of Statement in Absence of Transcript and/or to Correct the 

Record under Pa.R.A.P. 1923 and/or 1926,” which asserted that the trial transcripts 
(Lcontinued) 
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 The trial court issued an initial thirty-eight-page Rule 1925(a) opinion, dated 

March 17, 2010, prior to the filing of the Rule 1925(b) statement, in which it determined 

that the evidence at trial had been sufficient to sustain the determinations of guilt of first-

degree murder.  The court subsequently issued a comprehensive, seventy-one-page 

supplemental Rule 1925(a) opinion, which dismissed the specific allegations of error 

raised in Appellant’s Rule 1925(b) statement. 

 Sufficiency of the evidence  

 Although Appellant has not challenged the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain 

his first-degree murder conviction for the killing of Lisa Diaz, in all capital direct appeals, 

this Court conducts a sufficiency of the evidence review sua sponte.  Comonwealth v. 

Staton, 38 A.3d 785, 789 (Pa. 2012).  In considering the sufficiency of the evidence for 

a first-degree murder conviction, this Court must ascertain whether the evidence 

introduced at trial and all reasonable inferences derived from that evidence, viewed in 

the light most favorable to the Commonwealth as verdict-winner, was sufficient to 

                                            
(continuedL) 

were incomplete and did not reflect the preservation of certain issues.  The application 

sought a hearing to “memorialize the contents” of all “off the record” discussions 

between counsel and the court that had taken place during trial.  Further, the application 

contained the verified affidavit of Jack McMahon, Esquire, asserting that the transcript 

failed to reflect that before the jury was charged, he had requested an instruction on 

voluntary manslaughter, which request had been denied by the court.  Moreover, the 

affidavit asserted that the record did not reflect that Appellant had been required to wear 

a “stun belt” throughout the trial, and that when Mr. McMahon inquired as to why such a 

device was necessary, he had been told it was court policy, and that no hearing or 

discussion had taken place as to whether the device was necessary in this particular 

case.  On June 2, 2011, when no ruling on the January 14, 2011 Application had been 

issued, appellate counsel filed a motion for a ruling thereon, and listed seventeen 

separate instances in the transcript where off-the-record “side bar” discussions during 

trial had not been transcribed.  The trial court never ruled on the applications to correct 

the record and/or approve a statement in absence of transcript. 
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establish beyond a reasonable doubt all the elements of first-degree murder.  Id.  Our 

standard of review is de novo and our scope of review is plenary.  Id. 

 First-degree murder is an intentional killing, i.e., a “willful, deliberate and 

premeditated killing.” 18 Pa.C.S. § 2502(a), (d).  In order to prove first-degree murder, 

the Commonwealth must establish that: (1) a human being was killed; (2) the accused 

caused the death; and (3) the accused acted with malice and the specific intent to kill.   

Staton, supra at 789.  The jury may infer the intent to kill based upon the defendant's 

use of a deadly weapon on a vital part of the victim's body.  Commonwealth v. Johnson,  

985 A.2d 915, 920 (Pa. 2009) (citing Commonwealth v. Baumhammers, 960 A.2d 59, 

68 (Pa. 2008)).  In reviewing whether the evidence was sufficient to support a first-

degree murder conviction or convictions, the entire trial record must be evaluated and 

all evidence considered.  Id.  In applying the above standards, we bear in mind that the 

Commonwealth may sustain its burden by means of wholly circumstantial evidence, and 

“the trier of fact, while passing upon the credibility of witnesses and the weight of the 

evidence, is free to believe all, part, or none of the evidence.”  Commonwealth v. 

Cousar, 928 A.2d 1025, 1032 - 1033 (Pa. 2007). 

 At trial and as recounted supra, the Commonwealth presented uncontested 

forensic evidence that Diaz had been shot in the head at close range.  The 

Commonwealth also presented eyewitness testimony that Appellant had been the 

shooter.  Although Appellant testified that his co-defendant Miranda had been the 

shooter, the jury was free to discount that testimony and to credit the testimony of the 

witnesses who positively identified Appellant as the gunman.  Accordingly, we hold that 

sufficient evidence was presented to permit the jury to properly conclude that Appellant 
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was guilty of the first-degree murder of Diaz beyond a reasonable doubt.6  Having 

determined that the evidence was sufficient to sustain Appellant’s capital murder 

conviction, we proceed now to discuss Appellant’s failure to preserve certain issues, 

and the resulting waiver of several claims he has attempted to raise on appeal. 

Waiver 

 In its supplemental Rule 1925(a) Opinion, the trial court reached the merits of all 

the claims of error raised by Appellant.  The Commonwealth now asserts that a number 

of the claims raised on appeal have been waived by Appellant’s failure to preserve them 

below.  In response, Appellant claims generally that the trial record is incomplete, and 

thus, in the event this Court determines that any claim of trial court error has been 

waived due to a failure to offer a contemporaneous objection at trial, asserts that 

remand is warranted for the creation of a full record which might show that the issue 

had, in fact, been preserved.  In concert with this response, Appellant also raises, as a 

separate issue, the claim that his constitutional rights have been violated due to “the 

absence of a record of significant portion[s] of the trial court proceedings.”  Appellant’s 

Brief at 70. 

 Appellant argues that there were seventeen instances during trial in which 

sidebar conferences were conducted off-the-record, and maintains that conducting off-

the-record sidebar conferences amounted to trial court error warranting a new trial, or in 

the alternative, a remand “to the trial court to develop a full record.”  Id. at 71.  Appellant 

                                            
6 We have conducted sua sponte review of the sufficiency of the evidence only as to the 

capital first-degree murder verdict and not with regard to the related first-degree murder 

verdict for the killing of Thomas that resulted in a sentence of life imprisonment.  See 

Commonwealth v. Sanchez, 36 A.3d 24, 27 (Pa. 2011) (setting forth that this Court 

conducts sua sponte sufficiency review only as to capital first-degree murder verdicts 

and not with regard to related convictions). 
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describes three of the seventeen non-transcribed sidebars as having occurred during 

“critical” testimony.  Id.  Appellant does not, however, proffer any specific complaint or 

argument regarding the substance of any of these sidebars, but simply claims their 

transcription is “crucial” to any reasonable review of the propriety of the proceedings.  

Id. at 72.  Appellant argues that he “need not articulate the specific claims of error that 

would be revealed” had the sidebars been transcribed.  Id. at 74.  Instead, he posits that 

the trial court’s failure to ensure that all sidebars were transcribed denied Appellant his 

constitutional rights to counsel and due process and the right to meaningful appellate 

review, because without a transcript of what transpired during unrecorded sidebars, he 

has been prevented from identifying errors “that might have occurred below.”  Id.  

Appellant additionally argues that the lack of transcribed sidebars cripples this Court’s 

ability to independently review his sentence of death, and thus, that the absence of 

transcription of “the entire proceedings” deprives him of his right to our independent 

review of his sentencing to determine whether the verdict was arbitrary.  Id. at 73 - 74. 

   The Commonwealth argues that this claim of error is itself waived, because 

Appellant “did not make any objections to these sidebar discussions or place [on the] 

record any objections to the content of the discussions, and did not attempt to place the 

substance of these discussions on the record.”  Commonwealth’s Brief at 69.  We have 

reviewed the entire trial record, and it is clear that counsel never objected at trial to any 

off-the-record conferences or side-bar discussions.  Accordingly, we determine that 

Appellant’s claim is waived.   See Commonwealth v. Freeman, 827 A.2d 385, 402 (Pa. 

2003) (abrogating this Court’s capital direct appeal relaxed waiver rule and holding, 

“[A]s a general rule on capital direct appeals, claims that [a]re not raised and preserved 

in the trial court are waived and unreviewable.  Such claims may be pursued under the 
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PCRA, as claims sounding in trial counsel's ineffectiveness or, if applicable, a statutory 

exception to the PCRA's waiver provision.”)   

In a related claim focusing on this Court’s obligation to conduct an independent 

review, Appellant has identified four circumstances that occurred during trial that 

allegedly reveal his sentence of death to be the product of passion, prejudice and 

arbitrary factors: 1) the trial court’s alleged failure to “life qualify” the jury; 2) the 

Commonwealth’s alleged inappropriate bolstering of Carmona’s testimony; 3) the 

alleged improper admission of evidence of Appellant’s prior crimes and bad acts; and 4) 

the behavior of detectives during Appellant’s direct testimony.  The Commonwealth 

responds that sub-issues one and two are waived because Appellant offered no 

contemporaneous objections during trial; that sub-issue three is waived because 

Appellant conceded at trial that the challenged evidence was admissible; and that sub-

issue four is waived because Appellant did not request a mistrial or a cautionary 

instruction or ask the trial court to question the jurors regarding whether they had 

observed the detectives’ behavior.  We agree. 

 This Court has explained that “life qualification” is the process by which 

prospective jurors who hold a fixed opinion that a sentence of death must be imposed 

for a first-degree murder conviction are excluded from the jury.  Commonwealth v. 

Speight, 854 A.2d 450, 459 (Pa. 2004).  Although a defendant on trial for a capital 

offense who requests to life qualify a jury must be permitted to do so, there is no 

constitutional mandate that voir dire include this line of questioning unless requested.  

Id.  Appellant complains that although “every single juror in this case was asked 

whether he or she could impose the death penalty, only five of the twelve jurors were 

asked if they could impose a sentence of life where it was appropriate under the law.”  

Id. at 78.   Appellant argues that due to this allegedly incomplete voir dire, “the trial court 
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was unable to fulfill its responsibility to ensure that the jury was composed only of jurors 

who could be impartial,” such that Appellant “was sentenced to death by a jury that was 

‘uncommonly willing to condemn a man to die.’”  Id. at 78 - 79 (citing Witherspoon v. 

Illinois, 391 U.S. 510, 521 (1968)).  However, the record is clear that Appellant neither 

requested that the jury be “life qualified,” nor made any contemporaneous objection 

regarding the alleged lack of “life-qualification;” thus, this claim of error is waived.  

Freeman, supra;  Pa.R.A.P. 302(a) (issues not raised in the lower court are waived and 

cannot be raised for the first time on appeal).  

 Similarly, Appellant’s claim that the prosecutor improperly bolstered Carmona’s 

testimony is waived.7  We have carefully reviewed the record, and the objection posed 

by Appellant during the prosecutor’s argument to the jury regarding Carmona’s trial 

testimony was not offered on the basis of improper bolstering, but on the basis that the 

prosecutor had improperly suggested that Carmona had been “victimized” by defense 

counsel’s attempts to discredit her.  This Court has long held that to preserve for 

appellate review an objection relating to the opening or closing address of opposing 

counsel, the objection must be specific and brought to the trial judge's attention as soon 

                                            
7 Appellant claims that, during the guilt phase, there were numerous instances during 

the prosecutor’s closing remarks in which he improperly portrayed Carmona as a victim 

and a hero, thereby improperly “bolstering” her testimony by allegedly encouraging the 

jury to “render a verdict based on sympathy for the witness rather than the guilt or 

innocence of the accused.”  Appellant’s Brief at 79 - 81.  Appellant additionally alleges 

that the improper bolstering during the guilt phase invited the jury to disregard the 

mitigating circumstances presented by Appellant during the penalty phase “out of 

passion and sympathy for Carmona.”  Id. at 82.  This Court has stated that “[i]mproper 

bolstering or vouching for a government witness occurs where the prosecutor assures 

the jury that the witness is credible, and such assurance is based on either the 

prosecutor's personal knowledge or other information not contained in the record."  

Commonwealth v. Smith, 995 A.2d 1143, 1157 (Pa. 2010) (citing Cousar, supra at 

1041). 
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as is practical.  Commonwealth v. Sanabria, 385 A.2d 1292, 1296 (Pa. 1978); 

Commonwealth v. Richardson, 383 A.2d 510, 519 (Pa. 1978).  Here, Appellant did not 

lodge an objection for alleged improperly bolstering by the prosecutor at trial, only 

raising that basis for objection for the first time on appeal.  Thus, it is waived.  Freeman, 

supra; Sanabria, supra; Richardson, supra; Pa.R.A.P. 302(a). 

Appellant further complains that the court erred in admitting into evidence two 

photos of newspaper clippings identifying Appellant as wanted and characterizing him 

as armed and dangerous, and for publishing the photos to the jury.  Appellant claims 

that the evidence was hearsay and that its prejudicial effect outweighed its probative 

value.  We conclude that this issue is waived because counsel expressly conceded the 

admissibility of the photos at trial, and counsel’s objection to the proposed publication to 

the jury of the photo that included the sub-headline “two were killed over drug debt,” 

was sustained and that particular photo was not published.8 

                                            
8 The following discussion was held at sidebar during trial: 

 

THE COURT: We are at sidebar out of the hearing of the 

jury. L [T]here’s an issue concerning the publication of 

photographs that were just offered into evidence, and there’s 

an objection by the defense.  Mr. McMahon, I’ll hear you. 

 

MR. McMAHON: Thank you, Your Honor.  Preliminarily, I 

have no objection to, and I don’t, that these L items were 

found, these articles were about the killing, two different 

articles reflecting that he was wanted, and I think the 

purpose of those articles show his awareness of the fact that 

they were looking for him and his failure to turn himself in 

would be consciousness of guilt.  I understand the purpose 

of it, and agree that’s relevant. 

 

But the portions in there regarding “killed over drug debt,” is 

not relevant to anything that the Commonwealth is 

attempting to show as far as consciousness of guilt. 
(Lcontinued) 
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Appellant additionally claims that during his direct testimony about the events 

immediately preceding the shooting, several detectives “sitting at the table for the 

Commonwealth L laughed, smiled, and rolled their eyes[.]”  Appellant’s Brief at 86.  

Defense counsel then asked the court to conduct a side-bar conference, during which 

counsel described the behavior and asked the court to remove the detectives.  The 

court stated that it had a view of the entire courtroom and did not see the behavior 

complained of.  Counsel for Miranda also stated that he did not see the behavior; 

however, co-counsel for Miranda stated that he had seen “smiling” only.  The Court then 

instructed the prosecutor to inform the detectives to remain “stoic.”  N.T. Trial, 9/26/08, 

at 56 - 57, see supra at 17 - 18.  Defense counsel did not ask for a curative instruction 

or request a mistrial.   

                                            
(continuedL) 

 

Let me see what the other one says. “Authorities Vow To 

Find Shooter.”  I have no problem with that because that 

would be consciousness of guilt because they are trying to 

find him.  I agree with that one.  I have no problem with that. 

 

When they editorialize and put in there that it was a kill[ing] 

over a drug debt, there’s no evidence of that at this point in 

the case.  I think the Commonwealth can accomplish what 

they wish to accomplish by, A, presenting [i.e., publishing] 

Commonwealth exhibit 83 [“Authorities Vow To Find 

Shooter” article], and B, indicating that there was another 

paper, a different paper saying that he was wanted without 

publishing the kill over debt portion of it.  I believe the 

probative value can be fully presented without that 

prejudicial statement.  I don’t think the Commonwealth is 

hurt in any way in their attempt to prove his consciousness 

of guilt in that the police wanted him. 

 

N.T. Trial, 9/24/08, at 15-16.  Thereafter, the record reflects that only Exhibit 83 was 

published to the jury.  
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Appellant now claims that the trial court erred because it did not question the 

jurors as to whether they had witnessed the conduct, and because it did not instruct the 

jury to ignore the behavior.  Neither remedy was requested at trial; thus the 

Commonwealth asserts that the issue is waived.  We agree.  See Commonwealth v. 

Johnson, 42 A.3d 1017, 1026 (Pa. 2012) (“Appellant also faults the trial court for failing 

to give a contemporaneous limiting instruction.  Insofar as appellant complains about 

the lack of a contemporaneous instruction, he waived this claim by failing to request a 

curative instruction.”) (citing Pa.R.A.P. 302(a)). 

In the face of these waivers, Appellant responds that “claims that were not 

preserved by trial counsel yet still establish that the sentence was the result of passion, 

prejudice or other arbitrary factors are cognizable and may be reviewed by this Court on 

direct appeal, at least where those issues are clear and do not implicate possible 

reasonable trial strategies.”  Appellant’s Reply Brief at 7.  In so arguing, Appellant urges 

us to reconsider our decisions in Commonwealth v. Chambers, 980 A.2d 35 (Pa. 2009), 

and Commonwealth v. May, 31 A.3d 668 (Pa. 2011), decisions which are directly to the 

contrary.  This we decline to do.  We have determined that statutory penalty review 

does not operate to preserve waived claims.  See Commonwealth v. VanDivner, 983 

A.2d 1199, 1205 (Pa. 2009) (holding in the context of a reargument petition that, 

“Merely labeling a waived claim as one implicating the [statutory penalty review] 

standard, as appellant does, does not make it so.”)  Accordingly, we determine that 

Appellant’s waived claims of error cannot be salvaged simply by presenting them as 

allegedly implicating this Court’s statutory review. 

Finally, the Commonwealth asserts that Appellant has waived the claim in which 

he asserts entitlement to a new trial and sentencing because he was forced to wear a 

stun belt during trial, allegedly in violation of his rights under the Fifth, Sixth and 
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Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and Article I, Sections 9 and 

16 of the Pennsylvania Constitution.  Appellant does not provide this Court with any 

specific description of the apparatus he was required to wear, but we recognize that a 

“stun belt” is a restraint device that can potentially deliver a jolt of electricity by remote 

control.  Appellant offers no relevant information as to the size, location, visibility, or 

precise manner of operation of the device he was required to wear, or the potency of its 

presumed disabling effect if activated.   

Despite the trial court’s description of the device as an “ankle bracelet” that was 

“not visible to the jury,” see Trial Court Opinion, dated 4/26/11, at 65, Appellant 

maintains, among other things, that the “record is silent” as to whether the device was 

visible to the jury.  Appellant’s Brief at 41.  Appellant claims, without any support or 

elaboration, that “the stun belt, whether visible to jurors or not, affected their impression 

of Appellant during his testimony.”  Id.  He complains further that being forced to wear 

the device hindered him physically and psychologically from fully participating in his trial, 

and that he was entitled to a hearing to determine whether the device was necessary.  

Appellant argues that his “rights to a presumption of innocence, counsel, fair trial, due 

process, to participate in his own defense, to testify, and to be free of cruel and unusual 

punishment were violated” because he was required to wear the device without a 

hearing as to its necessity.  Id. at 41.  Importantly, Appellant concedes that counsel did 

not object to the use of the device or request a hearing to determine the necessity of the 

device, but argues that the court, “as the gatekeeper of the constitution,” was required 

to conduct the inquiry sua sponte in order to protect Appellant’s rights, and that the 

court’s failure to make the inquiry “was an error of constitutional magnitude.”9  Id. at 47.  

                                            
9 In support of this novel proposition, Appellant cites to cases generally standing for the 

proposition that a court is required to conduct an on-the-record colloquy when a 

defendant wishes to waive the right to a jury, or to present mitigating circumstances, or 
(Lcontinued) 
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Whatever the potential merit of Appellant’s alleged claim of error, it is clear the claim is 

waived for failure to pose a contemporaneous objection at trial.  Freeman, supra; 

Sanabria, supra; Richardson, supra; Pa.R.A.P. 302(a).  Having established that 

Appellant’s above claims are waived, we proceed now to examine Appellant’s remaining 

issues.10 

  

I. The evidence was constitutionally insufficient to 

sustain Appellant’s convictions for the crimes of 

burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary, and 

insufficient to sustain the jury’s finding of the 

aggravating circumstance set forth in 42 Pa.C.S. 

§9711(d)(6), where the felony alleged was burglary; 

Appellant’s convictions for burglary, and conspiracy to 

commit burglary, as well as his death sentence, must be 

vacated. 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 31. 

 Appellant asserts that the evidence at trial was insufficient to sustain his 

conviction for burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary because the Commonwealth 

failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that he was not licensed or privileged to 

enter the premises, and additionally because the Commonwealth failed to prove that he 

had agreed with anyone to enter the premises with the intent to commit an assault 

                                            
(continuedL) 

to enter a guilty plea.  None of the cases cited by Appellant discuss stun belts or any 

other restraints. 

 
10 We have renumbered Appellant’s remaining issues for ease of discussion. We note 

that the Commonwealth has not pursued waiver or presented a default argument in the 

face of several claims that were also not brought to the trial court in a timely manner, to 

wit, Appellant’s remaining issues two and seven.  However, as the Commonwealth has 

“waived the waiver” in these instances, we will proceed to a merits disposition of those 

claims because we see substantive review as the most efficient manner of resolving the 

questions raised. 
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therein.  Appellant’s contention in this regard is the linchpin of his argument that the jury 

improperly considered, as an aggravating circumstance, that the killing had taken place 

during the commission of a felony, and thus, that he is entitled to a new penalty phase 

hearing. 

We reiterate that when reviewing a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, 

we must determine whether the evidence admitted at trial, and all reasonable inferences 

derived therefrom, when viewed in the light most favorable to the Commonwealth as 

verdict-winner, supports all of the elements of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt.  

Commonwealth v. Cooper, 941 A.2d 655, 662 (Pa. 2007) (citing Commonwealth v. 

Bomar, 826 A.2d 831, 840 (Pa. 2003)).  In making this determination, we consider both 

direct and circumstantial evidence, cognizant that circumstantial evidence alone can be 

sufficient to prove every element of an offense.  Id.  (citing Commonwealth v. Gorby, 

588 A.2d 902, 906 (Pa. 1991)).  We may not substitute our own judgment for the jury's, 

as it is the fact-finder's province to weigh the evidence, determine the credibility of 

witnesses, and believe all, part, or none of the evidence submitted.  Id. (citing 

Commonwealth v. Hawkins, 701 A.2d. 492, 501 (Pa. 1997)). 

 “A person is guilty of burglary if he enters a building or occupied structure, or 

separately secured or occupied portion thereof, with intent to commit a crime therein, 

unless the premises are at the time open to the public or the actor is licensed or 

privileged to enter.”  18 Pa.C.S. § 3502(a).  Thus, to prevail on a burglary charge, the 

Commonwealth is required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the offender 

entered the premises with the contemporaneous intent of committing a crime therein, at 

a time when he or she was not licensed or privileged to enter.  Cooper, supra at 666 

(citing Commonwealth v. Thomas, 561 A.2d 699, 704 (Pa. 1989)).  Any license or 

privilege to enter a premises is negated when it is acquired by deception.  Id. (citing 
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Commonwealth v. Edwards, 903 A.2d 1139, 1148 (Pa. 2006) (holding that a defendant 

who had entered the home of his murder victims under the pretense that he was going 

to pay them for drugs he had stolen, entered the premises by means of deception which 

negated any purported license or privilege to enter; thus, the evidence was sufficient to 

sustain the defendant’s burglary conviction)).  

 To sustain a criminal conspiracy conviction, the Commonwealth must establish 

that a defendant entered into an agreement to commit or aid in an unlawful act with 

another person or persons, with a shared criminal intent, and an overt act was done in 

the conspiracy's furtherance.  18 Pa.C.S. § 903;  Commonwealth v. Weimer, 977 A.2d 

1103, 1105 - 1106 (Pa. 2009).  The overt act need not accomplish the crime -- it need 

only be in furtherance thereof.  Id. at 1106.  In fact, no crime at all need be 

accomplished for the conspiracy to be committed.  Id.  In most cases of conspiracy, it is 

difficult to prove an explicit or formal agreement; hence, the agreement is generally 

established via circumstantial evidence, such as by "the relations, conduct, or 

circumstances of the parties or overt acts on the part of co-conspirators."  Johnson, 

supra at 920. 

 Here, viewing the evidence and all the inferences derived therefrom in the light 

most favorable to the Commonwealth, we have little difficulty in determining that the 

evidence was sufficient for the jury to reasonably conclude that Appellant entered the 

victims’ apartment through deception, with the intent, shared with Miranda and Martinez, 

to commit a crime therein.  With respect to any possible license to enter, the jury heard 

uncontroverted testimony that Appellant had never been inside the victims’ apartment 

before the night in question.  Moreover, Carmona testified that, in her opinion, the 

shootings had been a “set up,” because only Miranda had known where she and 

Thomas resided, and Miranda had not disclosed that Appellant would be coming with 
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him.  From this evidence, the jury could have reasonably inferred that had Carmona, 

Thomas or Diaz known that Appellant was with Miranda, they would have denied the 

trio entry.  Moreover, even if the victims had been aware that Appellant was with 

Miranda and knowingly permitted Appellant and Miranda entry to conduct a marijuana 

transaction, Martinez testified that obtaining marijuana had been a ruse.  With additional 

regard to deception, during Miranda’s call to Thomas, ostensibly to arrange a meeting to 

procure marijuana, Appellant took the phone and attempted to disguise his voice.  With 

regard to intent to commit a crime, Appellant urged Miranda that, once they were inside 

the apartment, Miranda should prove himself to Appellant and should not simply 

“bullshit,” but should vigorously “fight.”  Moreover, Martinez was to be Miranda’s “back-

up” and would provide assistance in the “fight” if necessary.  

Additionally, the trial evidence established all of the following facts. The trio took 

a circuitous route through back roads to arrive at the apartment complex, and then 

Appellant parked in a remote spot on a side street, not in the parking lot of the complex.  

Standing outside the apartment door, Appellant took a position to the side, so as to be 

shielded from view.  Diaz opened the door to her boyfriend Miranda, and greeted him 

and Martinez in a friendly fashion, but became immediately frightened when Appellant 

entered.  When Thomas and Carmona arrived, Appellant gave Carmona a threatening 

look and asked “do you remember me?”  Within two minutes of the arrival of Thomas 

and Carmona, a physical and verbal confrontation took place between Appellant and 

Thomas, during which Appellant pushed Thomas toward Miranda.  Diaz and Carmona 

stepped between Appellant and Thomas in an attempt to calm the situation, after which 

Appellant drew a gun and began shooting.  Martinez and Appellant became separated 

from Miranda while fleeing immediately after the shootings, but the trio rendezvoused 

shortly thereafter in Philadelphia.  
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From this evidence, the jury could reasonably have concluded that all the 

elements of burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary had been established beyond a 

reasonable doubt.  In other words, from the trial evidence, the jury could have 

reasonably concluded that by acting in concert pursuant to an agreed-upon plan, 

Martinez and Miranda helped Appellant gain unprivileged entry into the premises, by 

deception, with the shared intent to commit a crime therein.   

Because the evidence was sufficient to convict Appellant of burglary during the 

guilt phase of the trial, it was not improper for the jury to consider as an aggravating 

circumstance during the penalty phase that Appellant had committed the killing “while in 

the perpetration of a felony” pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(d)(6).  The term 

"perpetration of a felony" is defined, in relevant part, as "engaging in or being an 

accomplice in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, or flight after committing, or 

attempting to commit L burglary[.]" 18 Pa.C.S. § 2502(d).11  Accordingly, Appellant is 

entitled to no relief on this claim of error.   

                                            
11 We do not here suggest that the "in perpetration of a felony" aggravating 

circumstance, 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(d)(6), should be limited to the six felonies enumerated 

in the definition of "perpetration of a felony" at 18 Pa.C.S. § 2502(d), or, in other words, 

that a jury is limited to considering only the six felonies enumerated in Section 2502(d) 

as aggravating factors in determining whether to impose the death penalty.  In 

Commonwealth v. Robinson, 877 A.2d 433 (Pa. 2005), the jury found the appellant 

guilty of, among other things, attempted criminal homicide, aggravated assault, and 

concealing a firearm.  This Court determined that the jury could properly consider these 

felony offenses for purposes of Section 9711(d)(6)), because felonies in Pennsylvania 

are those offenses contained in the Crimes Code at 18 Pa.C.S. § 101 et seq.  Id. at 

445-446 (citing Commonwealth v. Walker, 656 A.2d 90, 102 (Pa. 1995) (a jury is not 

limited to considering felonies enumerated in Section 2502(d), but may consider 

criminal trespass as a felony for purposes of determining aggravating circumstances 

under Section 9711 (d)(6)). Here, in addition to burglary, which is an enumerated 

offense under Section 2502(d), the jury also convicted Appellant of numerous other 

felony offenses which it could properly have considered in determining aggravating 

circumstances. 
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II. Whether the evidence presented was constitutionally 

insufficient to sustain Appellant’s individual and 

multiple convictions for conspiracy, including 

conspiracy to commit criminal homicide, burglary, 

aggravated assault and possession of an instrument of 

crime? 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 37. 

 We have determined, supra, that the evidence at trial was sufficient to sustain 

Appellant’s conviction for conspiracy to commit burglary.  Appellant additionally claims 

that the evidence introduced during the guilt phase was insufficient to sustain his 

convictions for conspiracy to commit criminal homicide, conspiracy to commit 

aggravated assault, and conspiracy to commit possession of an instrument of crime.  

Appellant acknowledges that the court imposed no sentence for any of his conspiracy 

convictions, but argues that he “was nonetheless prejudiced by these multiple 

convictions L [because] L at his capital sentencing proceeding, the jury was left with 

the impression that Appellant had committed these multiple crimes, thus enhancing the 

seriousness of his offenses and lending greater weight in favor of the sentence of 

death.”  Id. at 40.  Appellant continues, “The jury was under the false impression that 

Appellant was guilty of far greater crimes, surely tipping the scales improperly towards 

aggravation.”  Id.   

 The gravamen of Appellant’s claim is that under Section 903(c) of the Crimes 

Code, he could only be found guilty of a single conspiracy offense.12  Appellant insists 

that the evidence at trial was insufficient to prove his guilt of any conspiracy to commit 

any offense, but that, in no event, on the evidence presented, could he have been 

                                            
12 The relevant provision states that “if a person conspires to commit a number of 

crimes, he is guilty of only one conspiracy as long as such multiple crimes are the object 

of the same agreement or continuous conspiratorial relationship.”  18 Pa.C.S. § 903(c). 
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properly convicted of more than one count of conspiracy, and that his conviction of 

multiple counts prejudiced the jury against him in the penalty phase proceedings.   

 We disagree.  In Commonwealth v. Andrews, 768 A.2d 309 (Pa. 2001), this 

Court recognized that most conspiracy cases involve problems of proof with respect to 

the scope of the conspiracy, and that “absent evidence respecting the scope of an 

agreement,” the issue of whether more than one conspiracy existed “may be decided by 

the alternate test under Section 903(c), namely, whether the [multiple crimes] resulted 

from a ‘continuous conspiratorial relationship.’" Id. at 316 (quoting 18 Pa.C.S. §903(c)).  

“By its terms, Section 903(c) implicates a factual assessment of either the conspiratorial 

agreement or the relationship of the conspirators.”  Id. at 315 (citing Commonwealth v. 

Koehler, 737 A.2d 225, 245 (Pa. 1999)).  Whether multiple conspiracies exist is a 

factual issue that should be submitted to the jury in the first instance together with an 

appropriate instruction.  Id.  Here, there is no evidence in the record reflecting that 

Appellant requested a “single conspiracy” instruction based on evidence which might 

have tended to show the existence of one continuous conspiratorial relationship among 

all the conspirators or one broad conspiratorial agreement encompassing more than 

one crime, and the trial court gave none.  Nonetheless, in claims of this type, our 

obligation is to determine whether there was sufficient evidence to support a finding of 

guilt as to multiple conspiracies, and we view the evidence in the light most favorable to 

Commonwealth as verdict-winner.  Id.   

As previously explained, there was evidence presented at trial regarding the 

scope of the conspiratorial agreement with respect to the burglary; to wit, the testimony 

of co-conspirator Martinez, from which the jury could have reasonably concluded that 

the agreement between Appellant and Martinez was limited to gaining unlawful entry 

into the premises with the intent to commit an assault therein.  At trial, the jury learned 
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that in exchange for the Commonwealth’s agreement to withdraw the remaining charges 

against Martinez, he had pled guilty to burglary and conspiracy to commit burglary, was 

awaiting sentencing on those charges, and had agreed to testify for the Commonwealth.   

Martinez affirmatively testified that the crime the trio had intended to commit inside 

Thomas’s and Carmona’s apartment was an assault.  Although the court gave the jury a 

“corrupt and polluted source” instruction with respect to his testimony, the jury 

nonetheless could have properly and reasonably concluded that the conspiratorial 

agreement, so far as Martinez knew and expected to be involved in with his co-

conspirators, was limited in scope to a burglary for the purpose of committing an 

assault.   

Martinez also testified that the agreement had been made shortly after Appellant 

and Miranda had met privately with Angel Rodriquez for some twenty minutes while 

Martinez watched television in an adjacent room, when Appellant suggested “out of the 

blue” that Miranda “call that person you been having problems with, [Thomas].”  N.T. 

Trial, 9/24/08, at 110.  Given the events that transpired before and after that private 

meeting, as reflected by the evidence at trial, the jury could have reasonably concluded 

that in addition to forming a limited agreement with Martinez (to aid Appellant’s 

deceptive entry into the premises), Appellant had formed a separate and additional 

conspiracy with Miranda to take a gun into the apartment and to fire the weapon at 

Thomas in the presence of the other occupants of the apartment.   

Indeed, evidence was presented that after Appellant’s and Miranda’s private 

meeting with Rodriguez, it was Miranda who directed Appellant to take a circuitous 

route to the apartment and to park in a remote area.  There was evidence that Miranda 

attempted to distance himself from the circumstances of the entry into the apartment by 

telling Martinez to lie to police about who had made the call to Thomas.  There was also 
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evidence that it was Miranda who, the day after the killing, had expressed concern that 

a bullet may have been left at the location where he had parked Appellant’s vehicle.  

We determine that the circumstantial evidence was sufficient for the jury to convict 

Appellant of conspiracy to commit criminal homicide, conspiracy to commit aggravated 

assault, and conspiracy to possess an instrument of crime on the basis that those 

crimes arose from discrete conspiratorial agreements between Appellant and Miranda, 

separate from the one in which Martinez was Appellant’s criminal partner and co-

conspirator.   

Moreover, we disagree that the multiple conspiracy convictions could have 

unfairly prejudiced Appellant in the eyes of the jury during the penalty phase 

proceedings.  During those proceedings, the Commonwealth did nothing to highlight in 

any way Appellant’s multiple conspiracy convictions.  Indeed, the Commonwealth’s 

evidence at the penalty phase consisted of incorporating the evidence produced at the 

guilt phase proceedings, republishing several trial exhibits to the jury, and conducting 

brief cross-examination of Appellant’s witnesses.  The Commonwealth did not even 

mention Appellant’s conspiracy convictions during its closing argument at the penalty 

phase proceedings.  Accordingly, we determine that Appellant is entitled to no relief on 

this claim of error.    

 

III. The court’s incorrect instructions to the jury on 

voluntary intoxication deprived Appellant of due 

process and the right to have the jury consider relevant 

and admissible evidence regarding his state of mind. 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 48. 

Appellant did not pursue an intoxication defense at trial, and the court instructed 

the jury that voluntary intoxication was not a defense to the crimes charged.  Despite 

presenting an innocence defense at trial and pursuing a strategy that denied any 
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criminal liability, Appellant now maintains that he was entitled to a jury instruction that 

evidence of intoxication may be relevant to reduce a murder defendant’s potential 

culpability from first-degree murder to third-degree murder if a jury determines that the 

defendant’s level of intoxication was so great that it rendered him or her unable to form 

the specific intent to kill.  Id. at 48 - 49.  Appellant grounds his argument on the fact that 

substantial evidence was adduced at trial that he had consumed large amounts of 

alcohol and marijuana close in time to the crimes charged.  Id.   

The Commonwealth responds that a voluntary intoxication instruction was not 

justified because Appellant did not admit to committing the killings in a drunken (or any 

other) condition, but instead pursued a defense of innocence.  The Commonwealth also 

asserts that the claim is waived because counsel neither requested a voluntary 

intoxication instruction nor objected to its omission or to the jury charge as a whole as it 

was actually given.13   

The defense of diminished capacity, whether grounded in mental defect or 

voluntary intoxication, is an extremely limited defense available only to defendants who 

admit criminal liability but contest the degree of culpability based upon an inability to 

formulate the specific intent to kill.  Commonwealth v. Hutchinson,  25 A.3d 277, 312 

(Pa. 2011).  “If a defendant does not admit that he killed the victim, but rather advances 

                                            
13 This is another instance where Appellant notes that some portions of the trial 

proceedings were not transcribed, and argues that because the trial court never ruled 

on Appellant’s Motion for Statement in Absence of Transcript or Correction of the 

Record, “should this Court find that the record is silent as to whether trial counsel 

preserved any of the issues for appeal, the matter should be remanded for 

reconstruction of the record, specifically any off-the-record sidebars or conferences.”  

Appellant’s Reply Brief at 2. 
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an innocence defense, then evidence on diminished capacity is inadmissible.”  Id. (citing 

Commonwealth v. Laird, 988 A.2d 618, 632 (Pa. 2010)).14   

Where a defendant admits to committing a killing, in order to be entitled to a 

voluntary intoxication instruction, there must be some evidence that the defendant was 

overwhelmed or overpowered by alcohol or drugs to the point of losing his or her 

faculties or sensibilities.  Commonwealth v. Galvin, 985 A.2d 783, 798 (Pa. 2009) (citing 

Commonwealth v. Tilley, 595 A.2d 575, 580 (Pa. 1991)).  Mere evidence of the 

consumption of alcohol or drugs and an appearance of intoxication is not sufficient to 

support a conclusion that a defendant was overwhelmed or overpowered to the point of 

being incapable of forming the requisite specific intent to kill.  Id.   

It is clear here that Appellant’s sole defense at trial was that of innocence.  His 

strategy was to present facts from which the jury might have concluded that it was 

Miranda who had had killed the victims and that Appellant had simply been an innocent 

witness to murder. There was apparently no room in that defense for inclusion of a 

claim of voluntary intoxication, and Appellant apparently did not make such a claim -- 

then. But even if he did request a voluntary intoxication instruction, he clearly did not 

object to the charge as actually given.15   It is a bedrock appellate principle that "issues 

                                            
14 While some members of this Court have indicated a willingness to reconsider the 

restrictions upon alternative defenses where arguments based on the theoretical 

underpinnings are advanced, see Commonwealth v. Gibson, 951 A.2d 1110, 1132 n.17 

(Pa. 2008); Commonwealth v. Spotz, 896 A.2d 1191, 1255 (Pa. 2006) (Saylor, J., 

concurring and dissenting), the prevailing view of this Court is that a diminished capacity 

defense to first-degree murder is only available to defendants who admit that they killed 

the victim, but contest the degree of guilt based on an alleged inability, at the time of the 

offense, to formulate a specific intent to kill due to a mental defect or voluntary 

intoxication.  Commonwealth v. King, 57 A.3d 607, 622 (Pa. 2012) (citing Hutchinson, 

supra). 

 
15 We note that although the charging conference between the court and counsel was 

apparently conducted without a court reporter present, the record clearly reflects that 
(Lcontinued) 
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not raised in the lower court are waived and cannot be raised for the first time on 

appeal." Pa.R.A.P. 302(a); Baumhammers, supra at 73.  “A general exception to the 

charge to the jury will not preserve an issue for appeal.  Specific exception shall be 

taken to the language or omission complained of.”  Pa.R.A.P. 302(b).  Additionally, this 

Court has held that, in the criminal trial context, the mere submission and subsequent 

denial of proposed points for charge that are inconsistent with or omitted from the 

instructions actually given will not suffice to preserve an issue, absent a specific 

objection or exception to the charge or the trial court's ruling respecting the points.  

Commonwealth v. Pressley, 887 A.2d 220, 225 (Pa. 2005).    

We are satisfied that the record is not silent, as Appellant suggests, but instead 

accurately reflects that no specific objection was made to the jury charge as given with 

respect to voluntary intoxication.  This Court abolished the relaxed waiver doctrine in 

capital direct appeals filed after the date of our decision in Commonwealth v. Freeman, 

supra.  Accordingly, the instant claim is waived and may be considered, if at all, only as 

a challenge to trial counsel's stewardship in a subsequent collateral appeal, if any.  See 

Commonwealth v. Moore, 937 A.2d 1062, 1066 (Pa. 2007) (citing Commonwealth v. 

Uderra, 862 A.2d 74, 79 (Pa.  2004)). 

 

IV. The court erred by denying counsel’s request for an 

instruction on the lesser included offense of voluntary 

manslaughter. 

 

                                            
(continuedL) 

Appellant made no objection during or after the actual charge to the jury with respect to 

voluntary intoxication.  When queried by the court whether its instructions were 

sufficient “as to those I’ve agreed to instruct,” which included the instruction that 

voluntary intoxication is not a defense, counsel answered in the affirmative.  N.T. Trial, 

9/22/08, at 225.     
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Appellant’s Brief at 53, 55, 58.  

We note initially that the Commonwealth contends that this issue is waived as 

well because the record does not indicate that any request for a voluntary manslaughter 

instruction was made, or that a specific and timely objection was made to the court’s 

denial of such instruction.  Appellant maintains that there was no waiver and reiterates 

that a remand to the trial court is necessary to dispose of his motion to correct or 

reconstruct the record if this Court should determine that the record is silent as to 

whether the issue has been preserved for appellate review.   

Unlike Appellant’s immediately previous issue in which our determination of 

waiver is straightforward because the record is clear that no objection had been 

interposed, our consideration of the Commonwealth’s suggestion of waiver with respect 

to this claim of error is clouded by the fact that the charging conference between the 

court and counsel was not transcribed.  Complicating our consideration of possible 

waiver is the trial court’s merits disposition of the issue in its supplemental Rule 1925(a) 

opinion, an opinion filed after Appellant had filed his Motion for Statement in Absence of 

Transcript or Correction of the Record wherein Appellant specifically asserted that 

preservation of this particular issue had occurred during the charging conference.  

Under these circumstances, the trial court’s treatment of the issue on the merits in its 

1925(a) opinion sufficiently indicates to us its sub silentio determination that it deemed 

the record corrected to reflect that the issue had been properly preserved during the 

conference;  i.e.,  that the request for the instruction had been made and that a specific 

objection to the court’s denial of the request had been interposed as well.  Accordingly, 

we decline the Commonwealth’s suggestion of waiver, and we turn now to the merits of 

Appellant’s issue.  

Voluntary manslaughter is defined as follows: 
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(a) General rule. --A person who kills an individual without 

lawful justification commits voluntary manslaughter if at the 

time of the killing he is acting under a sudden and intense 

passion resulting from serious provocation by: 

 

(1) the individual killed; or 

 

(2) another whom the actor endeavors to kill, but he 

negligently or accidentally causes the death of the individual 

killed. 

 

(b) Unreasonable belief killing justifiable. --A person who 

intentionally or knowingly kills an individual commits 

voluntary manslaughter if at the time of the killing he 

believes the circumstances to be such that, if they existed, 

would justify the killing under Chapter 5 of this title, but his 

belief is unreasonable. 

 

18 Pa.C.S. § 2503(a), (b). 

 Appellant does not cite the specific elements of the statute or specify whether a 

“heat of passion” voluntary manslaughter instruction under subsection (a), or an 

“imperfect self-defense” voluntary manslaughter instruction under subsection (b), was 

warranted by the evidence of record.  Instead, Appellant simply argues that he was 

entitled to a voluntary manslaughter instruction because the Commonwealth’s evidence 

showed that Thomas had been intoxicated and had stepped on Appellant’s foot causing 

a confrontation with Appellant, after which Thomas retreated toward a bedroom to get a 

gun.  Appellant’s Brief at 55 - 56.  Appellant then claims, without citation to authority, 

that even under his defense of innocence, he had been entitled to the instruction 

because Miranda’s defense was that Appellant had been “provoked” into killing.16  

Finally, Appellant argues that the constitutions of the United States and of Pennsylvania 

                                            
16 Miranda’s counsel surmised during closing argument that Appellant had been 

provoked by Thomas, who had stepped on Appellant’s foot, and that when “words were 

exchanged” and Thomas did not apologize but began to walk down the hallway and 

Carmona yelled for him to get a gun, Appellant “snapped.”  Appellant’s Brief at 58.   
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require an instruction on a lesser-included offense when it is supported by the evidence 

of record.  The Commonwealth responds that the evidence here did not support an 

instruction on voluntary manslaughter.  We agree. 

 This Court has explained, with respect to a “heat of passion” voluntary 

manslaughter instruction: 

 

[A] voluntary manslaughter instruction is warranted only 

where the offense is at issue and the evidence would 

support such a verdict. To support a verdict for voluntary 

manslaughter, the evidence would have had to demonstrate 

that, at the time of the killing, [a]ppellant acted under a 

sudden and intense passion resulting from serious 

provocation by the victim. 

 

Commonwealth v. Montalvo, 986 A.2d 84, 100 (Pa. 2009) (internal citations, quotation 

marks and emphasis omitted). "If any of these be wanting — if there be provocation 

without passion, or passion without a sufficient cause of provocation, or there be time to 

cool, and reason has resumed its sway, the killing will be murder." Commonwealth v. 

Hutchinson, supra at 315 (quoting Commonwealth v. Miller, 987 A.2d 638, 651 (Pa. 

2009)). 

Moreover, “unreasonable belief voluntary manslaughter,” sometimes loosely 

referred to as "imperfect self-defense," Commonwealth v. Tilley, 595 A.2d 575, 582 (Pa. 

1991) (citing 18 Pa.C.S. § 2503(b)), will only justify a voluntary manslaughter instruction 

in limited circumstances: where a defendant held “an unreasonable rather than a 

reasonable belief that deadly force was required to save [his or her] life,” and “all other 

principles of justification under 18 Pa.C.S. § 505 [ ] have been met.”  Id.   Generally, the 

use of deadly force is not justifiable “unless the actor believes that such force is 

necessary to protect himself against death, serious bodily injury, kidnapping or sexual 

intercourse compelled by force or threat[.]” 18 Pa.C.S. § 505(b)(2).  Although a 
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defendant has no burden to prove a claim of self-defense before such a defense is 

properly in issue, "there must be some evidence, from whatever source, to justify such a 

finding."  Commonwealth v. Sepulveda, 55 A.3d 1108, 1124 n.13 (Pa. 2012).   The 

evidentiary elements necessary to prevail on a justification defense are that the 

defendant (a) reasonably believed that he was in imminent danger of death or serious 

bodily injury and that it was necessary to use deadly force against the victim to prevent 

such harm; (b) was free from fault in provoking the difficulty which culminated in the 

slaying; and (c) did not violate any duty to retreat. Id. at 1124 (citing 18 Pa.C.S. § 505). 

 This Court has long held that no jury charge is required on the elements of 

voluntary manslaughter where the defendant denies having committed the killing.  In 

Commonwealth v. White, 275 A.2d 75, 77 (Pa. 1971), we affirmed a judgment of 

sentence for first-degree murder where no instruction on voluntary manslaughter had 

been given.  We reasoned: “A request for a charge on voluntary manslaughter could 

only be based on a theory that appellant actually shot the deceased but under 

circumstances of legal passion or provocation. Here[,] appellant denied shooting the 

victim.  No evidence was offered concerning legal provocation or passion.  In such 

circumstances, the trial judge is not required to charge the jury on the issue of 

manslaughter.”  Id. (citing Commonwealth v. Corbin, 247 A.2d 584 (Pa. 1968); 

Commonwealth v. Heckathorn, 241 A.2d 97 (Pa. 1968)). 

 In the case sub judice, we hold that no voluntary manslaughter instruction was 

warranted because Appellant denied that he shot anyone.  See id.  Moreover, the 

record evidence simply does not reflect either that Appellant had been seriously 

provoked when Thomas allegedly stepped on Appellant’s foot and the two exchanged 

words, see Hutchinson, supra, or that deadly force on Appellant’s part was even 

remotely necessary, given that Thomas did not have a gun in his possession at the time 
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he was shot, and given that Appellant, the interloper here, could have simply retreated 

from the apartment. See Sepulveda, supra.  Therefore, we also reject Appellant’s 

derivative claim that he was prejudiced during the penalty phase by the court’s denial of 

a voluntary manslaughter instruction, a claim based on his wholly speculative premise 

that had the jury been so instructed, he would not have been convicted of the murder of 

Thomas, thereby eliminating that consideration as an aggravating circumstance in the 

jury’s determination of the appropriate penalty for the murder of Diaz.       

 

V. The trial court erred by allowing the Commonwealth 

to make improper and prejudicial comments throughout 

the guilt phase closing argument, by overruling 

Appellant’s objections to these comments, and by 

denying his request for a cautionary instruction; as a 

result, Appellant was denied due process of law. 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 61. 

Appellant first claims prosecutorial misconduct with respect to several portions of 

the Commonwealth’s guilt phase closing argument in which the prosecutor commented 

that Appellant had lied during his trial testimony.  The defense made contemporaneous 

objections, which the trial court denied.  We review the trial court’s rulings for abuse of 

discretion.  Commonwealth v. Chamberlain, 30 A.3d 381, 408 (Pa. 2011).  Appellant 

claims the alleged misconduct denied him due process and the right to a fair trial.  We 

disagree. 

Although a prosecutor may comment on the credibility of the defendant or other 

witnesses, it is improper for a prosecutor to express a personal belief as to their 

credibility.  Commonwealth v. Chmiel, 889 A.2d 501, 545 (Pa. 2005).   A prosecutor 

may make fair comment on the admitted evidence and may provide fair rebuttal to 

defense arguments.  Commonwealth v. Spotz, 47 A.3d 63, 97 (Pa. 2012) (quoting 

Commonwealth v. Spotz, 18 A.3d 244, 288 (Pa. 2011) (additional citations omitted)). 
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Even an otherwise improper comment may be appropriate if it is in fair response to 

defense counsel’s remarks.  Id.  Any challenge to a prosecutor’s comment must be 

evaluated in the context in which the comment was made.  Id.  The effect of the 

prosecutor's remarks must be evaluated in the context and atmosphere of the entire 

trial.  Commonwealth v Cox, 728 A.2d 923, 932 (Pa. 1999) (citing Commonwealth v. 

Stoltzfus, 337 A.2d 873, 882 (Pa. 1975)). 

Moreover, not every unwise, intemperate, or improper remark made by a 

prosecutor mandates the grant of a new trial.  Commonwealth v. Cox, 983 A.2d 666, 

687 (Pa. 2009).  “Reversible error occurs only when the unavoidable effect of the 

challenged comments would prejudice the jurors and form in their minds a fixed bias 

and hostility toward the defendant such that the jurors could not weigh the evidence and 

render a true verdict.”  Id.  To constitute a due process violation, the prosecutorial 

misconduct must be of sufficient significance to result in the denial of the defendant’s 

right to a fair trial.  Id. at 685 (quoting Greer v. Miller, 483 U.S. 756, 765 (1987)).  The 

touchstone is the fairness of the trial, not the culpability of the prosecutor.  Id.   

 Here, prior to the prosecutor’s comments, during closing argument for the 

defense, defense counsel frequently commented negatively on the credibility and 

veracity of the Commonwealth’s witnesses and argued that the version of events they 

had presented was not worthy of belief.  Indeed, counsel expressly argued to the jury 

that a particular portion of Carmona’s testimony had been “total fabrication,” that some 

of the facts to which she testified had “never happened,” and that Martinez had given 

police a “famous lie statement, where he lied, lied, lied.”  N.T. Trial, 9/29/08, at 49 - 55.  

Then, with an almost theatrical flair as evidenced by the phraseology and rhetorical 

technique employed, defense counsel addressed the prosecutor by name and 

beseeched “Mr. Gambardella” to explain why Miranda would tell Martinez to lie to the 
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police.  In practically the next breath, counsel followed up on that theme by arguing to 

the jury, “[W]ho comes in and tells that same lie?  Jessica Carmona.  Hmmm, what a 

coincidence.  Why is she telling the same lie?  The same lie.”  Id.  Conversely, when 

counsel commented to the jury about Appellant’s testimony, he repeatedly 

characterized it as “the truth.”  Id. at 87 - 88.  

  In denying Appellant’s objections to the prosecutor’s comments in his closing 

argument that Appellant’s testimony was a lie, the court correctly noted that the 

prosecutor’s comments had not been made as statements of his personal opinion and 

had been a fair response to the arguments made by defense counsel.  Credibility was a 

fundamental aspect of this case given the conflicting versions of events presented by 

the witnesses.  In recognition of this important aspect of the case, a large portion of 

defense counsel's closing argument was understandably directed at the credibility of the 

Commonwealth’s witnesses.  It is clear that the prosecutor's attack upon Appellant’s 

credibility was in response to, and was commensurate with, the preceding defense 

attacks upon the credibility of Carmona and Martinez. That being the case, and given 

that the prosecutor did not characterize his attack on Appellant’s credibility as reflecting 

his own personal opinion, we determine that the prosecutor’s comments on Appellant’s 

credibility were not improper. 

 Appellant also alleges prosecutorial misconduct with respect to the prosecutor’s 

comment on Appellant’s lack of remorse.  The court sustained Appellant’s objection at 

trial but did not give a curative instruction to the jury.  Appellant now claims that, at a 

minimum, a curative instruction was necessary to ensure a fair trial.  The trial court 

explained, in its supplemental Rule 1925(a) opinion, that a curative instruction was not 

necessary because the comment was not so inflammatory that its unavoidable effect 

would have been to render the jury incapable of returning a fair verdict.  Additionally, the 
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court explained that it had purposely declined to give a curative instruction in order to 

avoid unnecessarily exaggerating the significance of the remark.  Trial Court Opinion, 

dated 4/26/11, at 57.   

This Court has held that it is within the sound discretion of the trial court to 

determine whether a curative instruction is necessary.  Commonwealth v. Moore, 633 

A.2d 1119, 1127 (Pa. 1993).  Moreover, as the trial court expressly determined here, 

curative instructions are not always necessary, or even desirable.  Bearing in mind that 

the court must assure the defendant a fair trial, the trial judge must be allowed 

reasonable discretion in determining whether or not to give curative instructions.  See 

Commonwealth v. Pezzeca, 749 A.2d 968, 971 (Pa.Super. 2000) (holding same).  

Given that the comment complained of here was but a single, fleeting sentence, we 

cannot hold that the court abused its discretion by determining not to issue what it 

considered to be an unnecessary curative instruction, one that would have 

unnecessarily exaggerated the import of the inappropriate remark. 

 Appellant also argues that the trial court erred in overruling his objection to a 

portion of the prosecutor’s allegedly improper cross-examination of Appellant that 

served no purpose other than to belittle Appellant and thereby evidenced the 

prosecutor’s disdain for him.  Appellant specifically challenges the following questioning 

as having been improper: 

 

Q. [by the prosecutor] Okay, so basically, Miranda is the 

killer, right? 

 

A. [by Appellant] Uh-huh. 

 

Q. Yes? 

 

A. Correct. 
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Q. And once Miranda gets taken into custody, you’re home 

free, right? 

 

MR. McMAHON: Objection. 

 

THE COURT: No, I’ll permit it. It’s cross-examination. 

Overruled. 

 

[Appellant]: What do you mean by “home free?” 

 

Q. [by the prosecutor] He’s the killer.  You had nothing to do 

with this.  Once he gets picked up, you think you’re in great 

shape, right, you’re just a witness? 

 

A. I’m hoping not even to be a witness at all. 

 

Q. Well, you are just a bystander, right? 

 

A. Uh-huh. 

 

Q. So, once he gets picked up, you have no problems, right? 

 

A. Absolutely. 

 

N.T. Trial, 9/26/08, at 179 - 180. 

 The trial court reasoned as follows that the above was proper: 

 

There is nothing in this passage to suggest that the 

prosecutor's comments referred to irrelevant or extraneous 

matters that would persuade the jury to become "prejudiced 

in favor of deductions not legitimately derived from the 

evidence," nor could those comments be construed as 

inflammatory or suggestive to the jurors of "a fixed bias and 

hostility toward the defendant" which would incapacitate their 

ability to "weigh the evidence and render a true verdict."  To 

the contrary, by suggesting to Appellant during cross-

examination that he had a motive to avoid prosecution and 

would be "home free" if his co-defendant was apprehended 

for the murders, the prosecutor properly challenged 

Appellant's credibility and tested his version of the events 

which included the allegation that his co-defendant was the 
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murderer.  Furthermore, after observing that Appellant's 

response to the prosecutor's question was a definitive 

"Absolutely," it is readily apparent that the prosecutor's 

cross-examination was relevant. 

 

Trial Court Opinion, dated 4/26/11, at 49 (citations omitted in original). 

We agree that the challenged questioning was proper and did not amount to 

prosecutorial misconduct, and we adopt the trial court’s sound reasoning as our own 

disposition of the issue.   

Appellant also alleges that the prosecutor committed misconduct during his 

closing argument to the jury when he “hectored” Appellant by looking at him and stating, 

“[T]hat’s not how you care about somebody” while commenting on Appellant’s killing of 

Diaz.  Appellant’s Brief at 64 - 65.  Appellant claims the prosecutor was “improperly 

interacting” with Appellant at that point and that the court erred in overruling Appellant’s 

objection because the prosecutor “personally confronted” and “directly addressed” 

Appellant.  Id.  The Commonwealth responds that “whether the prosecutor was looking 

at Appellant when the statement was made or not, in context, the prosecutor was clearly 

addressing the jury.”  Appellee’s Brief at 53.  Moreover, the Commonwealth argues that 

the comment was fair response to Appellant’s testimony in which he claimed to have 

had a good relationship with Diaz, and that the comment was “at most, merely oratorical 

flair on the part of the prosecutor.”  Id.   

We note that the record does not reflect whether the challenged comment was 

directed personally at Appellant. From a purely vernacular standpoint, despite the 

prosecutor’s use of a personal pronoun, the statement could have easily been 

interpreted by the jury to mean that “that’s not how one cares for somebody.” 

Nevertheless, we recognize that the objection posed at trial was not so much as to what 

the prosecutor said as to how he said it. The objection was specifically made as to the 
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“interaction with this defendant, that’s improper.” N.T. Trial, 9/29/08, at 133.  The 

objection was overruled.   

Despite Appellant’s claim that the comment was a personal attack evidencing the 

prosecutor’s alleged animus toward him, Appellant makes no allegation that the 

prosecutor moved toward Appellant in the courtroom as he spoke, or pointed to him, or 

gesticulated in any other way when he made the challenged comment.  Indeed, 

Appellant’s allegation is unsupported by any objective showing other than the fact that 

Appellant made an objection at trial that was overruled.  We reiterate that reversible 

error for an improper prosecutorial remark exists only when the unavoidable effect of 

the challenged remark would be to prejudice the jurors and form in their minds a fixed 

bias and hostility toward the defendant such that they could not fairly weigh the 

evidence and render a true verdict.  See Spotz, supra, 47 A.3d at 97.  Viewing the 

challenged remark in that context, and on this record, we conclude that a new trial is not 

warranted on this issue.  

 

VI. Appellant’s right to counsel was violated when he 

was unrepresented during his preliminary hearing. 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 68. 

 As previously explained, due to counsel’s failure to appear at Appellant’s 

scheduled preliminary hearing, it was conducted in his absence.  Counsel later filed a 

motion to remand for a preliminary hearing, but the motion was dismissed when counsel 

failed to appear for the hearing on the motion.  Nevertheless, a second preliminary 

hearing was later conducted with counsel present.  Appellant alleges that conducting 

this second hearing “did not remedy the original constitutional error [or] render it 

harmless L [because] L [a]t the second hearing, the Commonwealth presented 

different witnesses than it did at the first[.]”  Appellant’s Brief at 69.  The gravamen of 
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Appellant’s argument is that Carmona, who testified at the original preliminary hearing, 

did not testify at the second hearing, thereby negating the opportunity for counsel to 

cross-examine her prior to trial, which might “have led to the dismissal or reduction of 

charges” or may have “secure[d] a voluntary manslaughter charge.”  Appellant’s Brief at 

69 - 70.   

 The purpose of a preliminary hearing is to avoid the incarceration or trial of a 

defendant unless there is sufficient evidence to establish that a crime was committed 

and a probability that the defendant was connected therewith.  See Commonwealth v. 

Jackson, 849 A.2d 1254, 1257 (Pa.Super. 2004) (holding same).  Although a 

preliminary hearing may permit capable defense counsel to lay the groundwork for a 

trial defense, its intended purpose is not primarily to provide defense counsel with the 

opportunity to assess the credibility of Commonwealth witnesses, or to prepare a 

defense theory for trial, or to design avenues for the impeachment of witnesses at trial.  

Nor is the purpose of a preliminary hearing to prove a defendant's guilt.  Indeed, once a 

defendant has gone to trial and has been found guilty of the crime or crimes charged, 

any defect in the preliminary hearing is rendered immaterial.  See id.  Accordingly, 

because Appellant’s primary complaint here is simply that he lost a pre-trial opportunity 

to cross-examine a Commonwealth witness, and because Appellant was properly 

convicted of the crimes charged following a trial on the merits, we determine that 

Appellant is entitled to no relief. 

  

VII. Appellant’s death sentence is unlawful because 42 

Pa.C.S. §9711(c)(1)(iv) does not require the jury to find 

that the aggravating circumstances outweigh the 

mitigating circumstances beyond a reasonable doubt, in 

violation of Ring v. Arizona, Apprendi v. New Jersey, 

and In Re Winship. 

 

Appellant’s Brief at 75. 
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 The challenged statutory provision prescribes that before the jury retires to 

consider the sentencing verdict following a conviction for first-degree murder, the court 

shall instruct the jury that their verdict must be a sentence of death if the jury 

unanimously finds at least one aggravating circumstance and no mitigating 

circumstance, or if the jury unanimously finds one or more aggravating circumstances 

which outweigh any mitigating circumstances, while the verdict must be a sentence of 

life imprisonment in all other cases.  42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(c)(1)(iv).  Appellant alleges that 

his death sentence is unlawful because the statute does not require the jury to find that 

the aggravating factors outweigh the mitigating factors beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Appellant acknowledges that this Court has previously rejected this precise claim.  See 

Commonwealth v. Roney, 866 A.2d 351 (Pa. 2005) (holding that application of Section 

9711(c)(1)(iv) in determining whether aggravating circumstances outweigh mitigating 

circumstances does not implicate the fact-finding concerns articulated in Apprendi v. 

New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000), and Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002)). 

Nevertheless, Appellant asks to reconsider our determination in Roney in light of 

United States v. Gabrion, 648 F.3d 307 (6th Cir. 2011), where an analogous provision of 

the Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C.S. § 3591, et seq., was initially held to 

be unconstitutional under Apprendi, supra, and Ring, supra, by a three-judge panel of 

that court.  However, after briefing in this matter concluded, the Sixth Circuit Court of 

Appeals granted reargument en banc in Gabrion, and thereafter determined that the 

reasonable doubt standard does not apply to the weighing of aggravating and mitigating 

factors.  United States v. Gabrion, 719 F.3d 511, 532 (6th Cir. 2013) (en banc).  The 

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals reasoned that that the weighing process constitutes not a 

factual determination, but a complex moral judgment.  Id.  Accordingly, we decline 

Appellant’s invitation to revisit our decision in Roney, supra, which controls the 
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determination of this issue, and compels us to determine that Appellant’s claim lacks 

merit. 

 D. Statutory Review 

 We conduct our review pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(h)(3).   Following review of 

the facts and the record, we conclude that the sentence of death was not the result of 

“passion, prejudice, or any other arbitrary factor,” but rather was based on the 

Commonwealth's evidence admitted at trial.  Id.  In addition, we conclude that the 

evidence admitted at trial was sufficient “to support the finding of at least one 

aggravating circumstance.”  Id.  The verdict and sentence of death are hereby 

affirmed.17 

 

Former Justice Orie Melvin did not participate in the decision of this case. 

 

Mr. Chief Justice Castille, Messrs. Justice Eakin and Baer, and Madame Justice Todd 

join the opinion. 

 

Mr. Chief Justice Castille files a concurring opinion. 

 

Mr. Justice Saylor files a concurring opinion.  

 

                                            
17 The Prothonotary of the Supreme Court is directed to transmit the complete record of 

this case to the Governor of Pennsylvania.  See 42 Pa.C.S. § 9711(i). 


